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1.0 Introduction

This is the final report for a 2 1 month study investigating the use of acousto-optic beam
steering for inter-satellite laser communications (lasercom). The basic technique is demonstrated in
a breadboard that uses a customized 2-dimensional acousto-optic (AO) Bragg cell deflector and a
magnifying optical system comprised of all off-the-shelf components. Important characteristics of
the AO Bragg deflector include high angular resolution, fast switching speed, high electrical and
optical efficiency, and high reliability with no moving parts.

The breadboard was designed to steer a laser over a range of 3600 x 36'. Several unique
capabilities are provided by the AO deflector which are not possible with conventional steering
mirrors. For example, multiple simultaneous beams can be independently steered anywhere within
the total steering range. Also, the AO deflector can produce variable defocus or "zooming" that
increases the divergence of the transmitted beam anywhere from I to over 10 times the diffraction-
limited beam width. A direct-digital-synthesizer (DDS) was fabricated for the breadboard to
produce ultra-stable and fast switching frequencies for input to the AO deflector. All of the beam
control and diagnostic functions for the breadboard are provided by a menu-driven PC486-33
computer program.

The potential for reducing the overall size of an AO-based lasercom transmitter was also
investigated. Using customized optical components and miniaturized packaging techniques an
optical system equivalent to the breadboard demonstration could be reduced to the size of a"shoebox" with no sacrifice of performance.

2.0 Executive Summary

This section briefly summarizes the significant results of the effort. An analysis was
performed that determined AO technology could meet or exceed all of the desired beam steering
specifications for a given "hypothetical" lasercom system (derived from the SDI Brilliant Pebbles
concept). Then the technology was experimentally demonstrated in a breadboard using the
hypothetical system specifications as design goals. The goal specifications and the final breadboard
results are listed in Table 2-I. Overall, the conclusion is easily made that acousto-optic technology
is a vcry effe,.'U* vc bcam stccriig technique for use in lasercom transmitter applications.

Table 2-1 illustrates that all of the goal specifications were met by the breadboard with the
exception of end-to-end optical efficiency. As explained in Section 5.3 this was partly due to poor
spectral quality of the infrared laser diode used in the breadboard (which reduced the Bragg cell
deflection efficiency), but mostly due to several optical components that were not designed to
operate at the 830 nm wavelength of the laser diode, which resulted in approximately 70%
reflection losses. The projected efficiency of a customized optical system with a much lower lens
count and properly coated optics using a high quality laser diode source is at least 70%, as
discussed in Section 4.2.2.



Table 2-1. Breadboard Goal Specifications and Results

Goal Specification Breadboard Result

"* steering range: approx. 180' x 450 - implemented 3600 x 360 (2 sectors)

"• transmit beam size: 0.360 round - successfully demonstrated

* zoom factor: minimum lOX (3.60) * successfully demonstrated

"• multiple beam generation: min. 4 • successfully demonstrated (can
"simulate" many more)

"* end-to-end optical efficiency: min. 50% * 13% demonstrated (limited by laser and
>70% losses in "off-the-shelf" optics)

"• steering response time: 30 microsec - successfully demonstrated

3.0 Background and Overview

In many communications scenarios lasercom has been shown to have significant hardware
advantages over traditional RF/microwave approaches: smaller apertures, lower power
consumption, and lower weight. These advantages can be directly related to the high carrier
frequency of the light which produces narrower beamwidths. In addition, there are significant
systems advantages including higher data rates, EMI immunity, jam resistance, and easy frequency
allocation. The component technology in lasers, detectors, and modulators is continuing to advance
at a rapid pace, leading to increased interest in lasercom for terrestrial and space-based applications.
However, the narrow beamwidths that help make lasercom attractive also increase the burden on
acquisition, pointing, and tracking (APT) functions.

The motivation for the present effort arises from the need to quickly steer a communications
laser over a very wide steering range using relatively small apertures and short link ranges. These
requirements were derived from the SDI Brilliant Pebbles scenario. In this scenario traditional
opto-mechanical approaches to beam steering become complex and e.":pensive to implement, and
reliability becomes a concern. In this report the design and development of a demonstration
transmitter subsystem using acousto-optic (AO) technology is presented that meets or exceeds the
beam steering requirements for many lasercom applications.

AO deflector technology is very mature and proven reliable in many applications. AO
deflectors may also have utility as angular and wavelength discriminators for wide-angle lasercom
receivers. Although the present effort was primarily concerned with lasercom transmitter
applications there are numerous other related applications for AO deflectors including image
processing, robotic scanning/inspection systems, RF antenna processing, laser printing/marking,
visual displays, laser radar (LIDAR), and remote sensing. Closely related AO tunable filters
(AOTF) provide high resolution spectral analysis capability for LIDAR, remote sensing, and in the
analysis of covert optical communications or threat laser beams (warning sensors) in tactical
environments.
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An ana! sis was performed to determine the minimum transmitter apertures (beaim diameter)
required or various link ranges. For example, Figure 3-1 shows link performance as bit error rate
(BER) versus link range for various beam diameters. The assumptions used in developing this
trade analysis are listed directly below Figure 3-1. This analysis was not concerned with the
performance of specific lasercom systems, but only with determining approximate beam diameters
for the design of the AO beam steering subsystem.

Figure 3-1. Example Link Performance Analysis
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Figure 3-2. Beam Parameters vs. Acousto-optic Device Performance
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Three different values of Bragg cell TBW's are plotted in Figure 3-2, with a TBW of 500
representing an "easy" Bragg cell design and a TBW of 2000 representing a state-of-the-art design.
To obtain a full 360' steering range it may be seen that a moderately complex Bragg cell design
with a TBW of 1000 may be used with a beam divergence of about 6 milliradians (upper right hand
comer of plot). The maximum link range can then be determined based on specific link parameters
such as laser power, path loss, desired BER, background noise, etc.

Figure 3-2 suggests some interesting alternative applications for lasercom AO Bragg steering.
For example, in certain applications such as terrestrial or space data relays it is not necessary to
steer the beam over a very wide range, and larger transmit apertures may be required. Also, when
very fast steering speeds are not required over a wide steering range one may employ auxiliary
mechanical gimbals for coarse pointing. In these types of applications an AO Bragg deflector can
provide high performance "fine-tune" beam steering in association with the larger beam sizes. For
example, as shown in the lower left hand comer of Figure 3-2, a Bragg cell design of TBW =
1000 and a beam divergence of 2 microradians can provide a fine-tune steering range of 0.10.
Therefore, AO Bragg steering also has utility in lasercom systems requiring transmit beams 10 cm
or more in diameter and link ranges well beyond 1000 km (referring to Figure 3-1).

The trade analysis presented in Figure 3-2 is not limited just to lasercom transmitters, but is
also valid for receivers. In other words, an AO deflector may be used in an optical receiver
employing wide FOR optics in order to select the desired angle of arrival to the photodetector. This
uses the AO device in the reverse sense from the transmitter: here one wishes to hold a constant
deflected angle (onto the detector) for various chosen input angles. In this application there is no
actual change in the Bragg cell itself, but only a change in the way that it is utilized. Since lasercom
receivers require somewhat larger apertures for low BER communication the lower left hand comer
of Figure 3-2 is generally the applicable region for receiver operation. As in the long range
transmitter case, for large receiver apertures the AO device serves primarily as a very fast fine-
tuning element with a courser steering assist from -lower gimbal mechanisms as needed.

For the purpose of technology demonstration a breadboard lasercorn transmitter was
developed that provides a 3600 x 360 optical steering range. This is achieved optically by a field

4



splitter that divides the beam space and routes the Bragg cell output field to two optical
magnification sectors that each cover a 180' x 360 FOR. This concept, illustrated in Figure 3-3, can
be easily extended to provide three or more output sectors as required.

Figure 3-3. Breadboard Transmitter Optical Concept
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In order to achieve two axes of beam steering two Bragg cells turned orthogonal to each other
are required. The time-bandwidth TBW, or spot resolution, required for the Bragg cells can be
determined from the ratio of total steering range to far-field beam width: 1000 (3600/0.360) in the
horizontal axis and 100 (360/0.360) in the vertical axis. However, this would result in two highly
asymmetric Bragg cell designs, and since the optical field can be divided as shown in Figure 3-3, a
more equitable solution is to implement a 500 (horizontal) x 200 (vertical) spot Bragg cell pair and
optically split the field in half along the 200 spot axis. In the end, this approach produces the
optical equivalent of a 1000 x 100 spot Bragg cell pair.

The relatively small steering range that the Bragg cell inherently produces must be angularly
magnified in order to meet the lasercom transmitter requirements. The 1.20 steering range of the
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500 Spot Bragg Cell must be magnified to 180' Js it exits the lasercom terminal, so an optical
magnification factor of 150X is required. Angular magnification results in an effective decrease in
the beam diameter, which in this case becomes 25 mm / 150 = 165 microns. For the 200 Spot
Bragg Cell the optical magnification factor required is approximately 70X. Due to the relatively
small beam sizes a simple wide angle 35mm camera lens was employed to achieve the required
optical magnification. Figure 3-4 illustrates the concept of the wide angle camera lens. The
breadboard optical design has been extensively modeled on CODE V® analysis software and
shown to have wavefront quality near V10.

Figure 3-4. Optical Magnification Concept with Wide Angle Lens

To drive the Bragg cells an electronic subsystem was developed that uses direct-digital-
synthesis (DDS) to generate the required frequencies. Since the DDS system can switch
frequencies up to 50 times faster than the response time of the Bragg cells one can use time-
division-multiplexing of several frequencies in order to produce multiple simultaneous deflected
beams or similarly to create higher diverging beams for lasercom acquisition or close-range
communication purposes. The DDS system provides phase noise, spurious signal, and drift
specifications well within the requirements of the breadboard. The output of two DDS channels is
amplified before insertion to the two Bragg cells.

The breadboard control is implemented in a turn-key fashion with a 486-33 PC as the central
controller. A very user-friendly menu-driven software interface was developed in Visual Basic®.
The PC opens two windows on the monitor screen - the "command" and "analysis" windows. In
the top half of the monitor the command window shows a flat representation of the 2-D beam
steering space (3600 x 360) with a small dot that indicates the current intended beam steering
direction. The angular coordinates of the intended steering direction are displayed next to the
window. Directly below the command window is the "analysis" window, which displays a real-
time image from the CCD array camera that is mounted at an intermediate focal plane of the Bragg
cell output. The analysis window thus provides a direct visual check on where the beam is actually
being steered vs. the intended direction displayed in the command window. The actual pointing
coordinates can be calculated and displayed using a centroiding algorithm that operates on the CCD
image data. Figure 3-5 shows a simplified schematic of the demonstration breadboard hardware.

6



Figure 3.5. Simplified Breadboard Schematic
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The CCD camera and image analysis software serve as a built-in diagnostic system for the
breadboard. Performance parameters that can be directly measured include beam size, beam shape,
beam location, scan range, scan linearity, optical efficiency, zoom factor, and multiple beam
generation. The CCD camera does not respond fast enough to measure the 30 microsecond
switching response.

The PC converts i-tended steering directions selected in the command window into new
horizontal and vertical frequencies for the DDS frequency generator that feed into the Bragg cells.
16-bit frequency data words are loaded into 4096-word FIFO (first-in first-out) memories on a
custom digital interface board, and the FIFO memory is orontinuously cycled to the DDS at the rate
of 400 nsec/word. Therefore, to completely fill the 40 microsecond (25 mm) aperture of the 500
Spot Bragg Cell only 100 of the 4096 available FIFO words need to be occupied. In other words,
if the FIFO contents are forced to change more rapidly than 100 words at a time then only partially
developed deflVction beams will be produced by the Bragg cells due to subaperture fill times. A
simplified schematic of the electronics subsystem is shown in Figure 3-6.

7



Figure 3-6. Simplified Electronics Schematic
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Optical defocus or "zooming" of the beam is executed from a pull-down menu in which zoomsf
from IX to I IX may be selected. The nominal beam steering direction is unchanged by the
zooming function. Specific zoom ratios are accomplished by a combination of multiple frequencies
switched at specific duty cycles. The different frequencies will deflect beams in different
directions, and the abbreviated duty cycles (less than the full Bragg cell aperture) create smaller
diffraction apertures and hence wider divergence angles. The combination of these two effects can
be tailored to produce infinitely varying zoom ratios. The FIFO memories are loaded with the
appropriate frequency data and duty cycles such that all the required frequencies are always present
within the Bragg cell aperture. For example, Figure 3-7 illustrates the spot pattern that results in a
5X beam zoom using 3 frequencies per acoustic axis switched at a duty cycle of 1/3 the Bragg cell
aperture of each axis.

Figure 3-7. Example Beam Pattern of 5X Zoom
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4.0 Subsystem Components

4.1 Acousto-optic Bragg Cell Design and Test

The design of Bragg cells requires a detailed understanding of the fundamental processes
illustrated in Figure 4. 1- 1, which will not be discussed in detail here since many references have
covered this in the past. Briefly, an input s~nusoidal electrical signal is converted to traveling
acoustic waves in the Bragg cell by a pitzoelectric transducer.

The acoustic waves produce a refractive index grating through the photoelastic effect, by which
the incident light beam is angularly deflected according to the standard theory of diffraction from
periodic gratings. The grate spacing will be an inverse function of frequency, and to first order the
deflected optical beam angle will be a linear function of the input frequency.

Figure 4.1-1. Fundamental Acousto-optic Process
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diameter =Do grating light
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It may be seen in Figure 4. 1-I that the AO material parameters that determine the deflected
beam angle, 0 D, are the acoustic velocity, v, and optical index, n. Material parameters that
determine the amount of light that is deflected include the acoustic attenuation coefficient F
[dB/mJGHz 2J and the deflection figure-of-merit M2 = n6p2/(pv3 ) [s3/kgj, where p is the mass
density and p is the photoelastic constant. The time-bandwidth parameter, TBW, is defined as the
product of: 1) the time that it is required for the acoustic signal in the Bragg cell to traverse the
width of the input optical beam, Do, and 2) the bandwidth of the electrical stimulus, BW. This is
expressed as

TBW = (Do/ v) BW (4.1-1)

where (Do / v ) is the acoustic transit time. From Eq. (4.1-1) it appears that a large TBW can be
obtained by simply choosing a niatenal with low velocity and by using a large electrical bandwidth
for a fixed beam width. However, there are other practical limitations, since one must also
consider thc cffccts that a large bandwidth itiq-y have on the deflection efficiency. One limitation to
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the bandwidth arises due to the increase of acoustic attenuation, F, with frequency. For most
acoustic crystals the intrinsic attenuation varies ".,ith approximately the square of the operation
frequency. A simple derivation shows that TBW is lirn,.ed by acoustic attenuation according to

TBW = 1017 / (v r BW) (4.1-2)

where the assumption is made that the fractional bandwidth (BW /fc) is approximately 0.5 for ease
of impedance matching to the acoustic transducer. Performance vs. material trades can therefore be
made by solving Eq. (4.1-2) for BW and then Eq. (4.1-1) for Do until an overall optimum Bragg
cell design is achieved.

There is, however, another major consideration for the choice of acoustic material: the
potential wavefront distortion of the deflected beam due to thermal gradients in the material. The
thermal gradients arise due to the imperfect conversion of the input electrical signal into acoustic
waves by the transducer, and also to some degree by acoustic attenuation within the Bragg cell. A
thermal distortion figure-of-merit can be defined for acoustic materials as

Mth = n M2 k / ý (4.1-3)

where k [W/mI/C] is the thermal conductivity and ý [ l/°C] is the temperature dependence of the
acoustic velocity. The appearance of n and M2 in this definition reflects the fact that materials with
higher diffraction potential require less drive power for a given level of optical efficiency and hence
earn a better Figure of merit for thermal distortion. If thermal distortion is a problem, selective heat
sinking of the Bragg cell can often alleviate the situation by predominantly forcing only easily
correctable linear and/or quadratic distortion terms to occur. Similarly, a figure-of-merit for optical
deflection efficiency is given by

Mde = M2/(v F1 1/2) (4.1-4)

where the acoustic attenuation parameter, F, and velocity, v, account for the practical limitations
imposed on the actual design of high time-bandwidth Bragg cells. A material trade for high TBW
Bragg cells can then be made by plotting Mth versus Mde as shown in Figure 4.1-2 for six
common Bragg cell materials. The shear-wave <110>-mode in Tellurium Dioxide (TeO2) is seen
to have the best overall combination of features for this type of application. The <110>-mode of
TeO2 has been well explored in the literature due to it's very slow velocity of 617 [mnsec] and very
high M2 = 1.2 x l0"l1[s3/kg], and is commonly referred to as "slow-shear" TeO2. The rather
high value of G - 22000 [dB/m/GHz 2J in slow-shear TeO2 severely limits it's bandwidth range
via Eq. (4.1-2), but does not typically degrade optical efficiency at smaller bandwidths due to the
offsetting effects of the very high M2 via Eq. (4.1-4). There are, however, numerous
complications involved in prcperly utilizing slow-shear TeO2 in practice, especially due to it's
acoustic anisotropy and optical birefringent properties.

With TeO2 as the chosen acoustic material the bandwidth can be found from Eq. (4.1-2) to be
about 14 MHz for the 500 spot (horizontal) acoustic axis. The beam diameter Do can then be
found from Eq. (4.1-1) to be 22 ram. This results in a 100% switching response time of Do/ =
36 microsec. If the beam diameter for the 200 spot axis is chosen to be 11 mm (in order to
produce a 2:1 aspect ratio corresponding to the output of many laser diodes) then the bandwidth
from Eq. (4.1-I) is 12 MHz, which is well below the maximum limit imposed by Eq. (4.1-2).
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Figure 4.1-2. Acoustic Material Figure-of-Merit Trade
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As mentioned previously, the choice of center frequency is somewhat complicated by the
birefringence in TeO2. A low center frequency is typically desired in order to reduce acoustic
attenuation, and a fractional bandwidth of less than 60% is also desired for piezoelectric transducer
and impedance matching requirements. In the pure <110> "slow shear" mode of TeO2 the inherent
center frequency is fixed at about 24 MHz for an optical wavelength of 830 nm. This would result
in a marginal fractional bandwidth of 58%. A Bragg cell designed at this frequency, however, will
have a severe degenerate notch in the deflection response when driven to high optical efficiency
centered at the 24 MHz frequency.

The explanation for this "self' or "1-tone" degeneracy is illustrated in the momentum-matching
diagram of Figure 4.1-3. The incident and deflected output light vectors, ki and ko respectively,
are defined by 2 1cnx/., where the extraordinary index (he) is used for the incident light and the
ordinary index (no) is used for the output light. For a Bragg interaction to occur these two vectors
must form a triangle with the acoustic vector Ka, defined by 2nf/v. Due to the symmetry of the
pure-mode <110> interaction it is seen that the deflected beam may be re-deflected to the outer
index along k'o at the 24 MHz center frequency. The degenerate interaction, denoted by the primed
k's in Figure 4.1-3, does not have as much bandwidth due the non-tangential nature of the
interaction, leading to the notch formation in the response band of the primary interaction.

The degeneracy may be removed, and/or the center frequency increa__.J, by rotating the
acoustic mode slightly off of the pure-mode <110> slow-shear axis. Alternatively, the center
frequency could be increased by utilizing a phased array piezoelectric transducer. In other
applications it may also be advantageous to rotate the optical axis of the Bragg cell. For the present
application a simple acoustical rotation is the logical choice based on a trade of electrical drive
power and size of the TeO2 crystal. However, in a 2-D deflector it is not possible to acoustically
rotate both axes in a single crystal without also inducing unwanted optical rotations. The easiest
solution to this dilemma is to use two separate crystals that are each acoustically rotated. These can
then be brought together, or even glued together, to form a quasi-monolithic single Bragg cell.
This approach also serves to reduce the fabrication complexities of a 2-D single crystal Bragg cell.
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Figure 4.1-3. Degenerate Response in On-Axis TeO2
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Several primary issues must be addressed in acoustically rotating a TeO2 crystal: the center
frequency and bandwidth of the interaczion, the "walkoff" of the acoustic energy in the crystal due
to anisotropy of the velocity, and the conjugate frequency pair at which secondary interactions
occur. These secondary interactions are actually split manifestations of the degenerate 1-tone
interaction that occurs in the <110> pure-mode, and may be considered as "2-tone" degeneracies
since two frequencies are involved. For applications where only one frequency is introduced into
the Bragg cell at a time then 2-tone degeneracy is not a concern. For the lasercom demonstration
system, however, it is desired to use discrete simultaneous frequencies to produce multiple
deflected beams, so if a 2-tone degeneracy exists then it would likely be encountered in operation.

Figure 4.1-4 illustrates the concept of acoustic rotation and the usable bandwidth region where
1- and 2-tone degeneracy can be avoided. In this configuration the 1-tone degeneracy is prevented
as long as the bandwidth does not extend below the frequency corresponding to Klo. This also
happens to be the condition for preventing 2-tone degeneracies since it can be seen that frequencies
higher than that corresponding to Klo cannot re-match to the outer index. The only practical
limitation to the upper end of the bandwidth is how well the line of interaction matches to the inner
index. For maximum bandwidth the interaction line should not be perfectly tangent to the inner
index but should be slightly "de-tuned" by the input ki angle so as to bisect the inner index in two
places with a small offset mismatch at the center frequency.
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Figure 4.1-4. Rotated AO Interaction in TeO2: High-Band Mode
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Note that the rotated AO interaction illustrated in Figure 4.1-4 may be reversed in operation
such that the degenerate interaction is utilized as the primary interaction, as shown in Figure 4.1-5.
In this case I- and 2-tone degeneracies are prevented as long as the bandwidth does not extend
above the frequency corresponding to Khi. It can be seen in Figure 4.1I-5 that the acoustic vectors

are shorter than in the previous case, so this orientation is referred to as the up-shifted low
frequency interaction, or "low-band" mode. The advantage of the low-band mode is less acoustic
attenuation and, more significantly, a wider bandwidth due to the fundamental l/fc dependence of
interaction bandwidth for a given transducer size.
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Figure 4.1-5. Rotated AO Interaction In TeO2: Low-Band Mode
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The theoretical small-signal deflection response of both the high- and low-band modes is
shown in Figure 4.1-6, normalized to 1 watt of electrical drive power. Here the acoustic rotation is
20 and the optical aperture is 22 mm as required for the 500 Spot Bragg Cell axis. It can be seen
that the center frequency of the low-band mode is hardly changed from the non-rotated case of -
24 MHz due to the circularly-symmetric nature of optical activity in the vicinity of the <001> axis,
but the high-band mode center frequency has moved significantly upward to nearly 40 MHz.
Degenerate effects are not included in the responses shown in Figure 4.1-6.

In order to obtain the required 14 MHz bandwidth for the 500 Spot Bragg Cell axis it is seen
from Figure 4.1-6 that only the low-band interaction mode is practical. The 1-tone degeneracy
occurs at about 33 MHz, and since the degenerate notch width is about 10% of the total interaction
bandwidth then the upper bandwidth limit of the low-band mode should not exceed 31 MHz.
Therefore the 500 spot acoustic axis can be satisfied with a 14 MHz bandwidth centered at 24 MHz
on the low-band interaction mode. The resulting fractional bandwidth is 58%.
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Figure 4.1-6. Theoretical Deflection Response of Low- and High- Band
Interactions in 20 Acoustically Rotated TeO2
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The sane center frequency of 24 MHz was chosen for the 200 spot acoustic axis in order to

use duplicate and interchangeable electronic frequency generation circuits for the two Bragg cell
axes. The deflection response of the 200 spot axis is essentially the same as that shown in Figure :
4.1-6 for the 500 spot axis. For acoustic rotation angles less than 40 the energy walkoff angle due
to anisotropy is about 10 times greater, so for a 20 acoustic rotation the crystal must be sized1
properly for a 200 beam propagation over the optical aperture length. The approximate dimensionsI
of the 500 Spot Bragg Cell are shown in Figure 4.1-7. Acoustic reflection interference from the
back surface of the Bragg cell is almost completely eliminated by appropriately beveling and
coating the back surface with a proprietary acoustic absorbing material.

RF impedance matching circuits were designed and constructed for the Bragg cells. The
schematic of these circuits is shown in Figure 4.1I-8. Relatively simple LC "pi"-type circuits were
used for the matching, and were they constructed with discrete micro-chip components (inductors
and capacitors) due to the relatively low frequencies involved. The starting point impedance for the
200 Spot Bragg Cell and the final matched impedance are shown in Figure 4.1-9, in Smith Chart
form. Similar data for the 500 Spot Bragg Cell is shown in Figure 4.1-10.
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Figure 4.1-7. Dimensions of 500 Spot (Horizontal) Bragg Cell
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Figure 4.1-8. Bragg Cell Impedance Match Circuits
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Figure 4.1-9. Starting and Finishing Impedance for 200 Spot Bragg Cell
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Figure 4.1-10. Starting and Finishing Impedance for 500 Spot Bragg Cell
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The resulting VSWR for the 200 and 500 Spot Bragg Cells is shown in Figure 4. 1 -11.
The frequency range in Figures 4.1-9 through 4.1-1 1 ranges from 15 to 35 MHz, although only 17
to 31 MHz is actually used during operation of the Bragg cells. The VSWR values over the range
of operation are are no worse than 2.5:1, corrcsponding to an electrical insertion loss of less than
1.0 dB (:= 20% power transmission loss). All subsequent Bragg cell performance references to
deflection efficiency vs. drive power (i.e., expressed as %/Watt) include this RF matching loss.

The small-signal deflection efficiency response of the 500 Spot Bragg cell is shown in
Figure 4.1-12. The theoretical response is shown on the left-hand side, assuming a flat matching
VSWR of 2.0. On the right-hand side of Figure 4.1-12 is the experimentally measured response,
which has a match VSWR of about 2.0 at 20 MHz as was shown in Figure 4.1-11. The small-
signal response is a commonly used measurement for acousto-optic devices because it avoids the
issue of the non-linear deflection response with increasing RF drive power. In other words, it is a
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convenient method for comparing the efficiency performance of different AO devices without
having to state the exact drive power that was used. The peak response. measured at about 20
MHz, is seen to be =700%/W. The slight deviation from the theoretical response at frequencies
greater than 20 MHz can be seen to be at least partially due to the rising VSWR in Figure 4. 1-11.
Very similar results were obtained for the 200 Spot Bragg cell, except the peak efficiency was
measured to be about 400 %/W.

Figure 4.1-11. Matched VSWR for 200 and 500 Spot Bragg Cells
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The optical switching response, or steering speed, of the 500 Spot Bragg Cell was
measured using a pulsed input RF signal. Since the optical deflection angle is a function of the RF
frequency that is inserted into the cell, then the speed at which the angle can be changed depends
or, how fast the frequency content of the cell can be changed. The switching speed will therefore
be determined by the ratio of the illumination beam width over the acoustic velocity. For this test
the 500 Spot Ceil was illuminated with an accurately measured 24 mm wide optical beam, which
should corre'yond to about 40 psec of acoustic aperture if the acoustic velocity is 620 rn/sec in the
slow-shear TeO2. For a given beam width the switching speed is solely determined by the acoustic
velocity, so this test is really a verification of the acoustic velocity of the Bragg cell. Therefore, if
an RF pulse of 15 gsec duration is input to cell then it should require a total of 55 gsec from the
time that the pulse first enters the illumination aperture until it completely disappears. If the
deflected beam is monitored on a photodetector then the response should be seen to
correspondingly rise and fall within the same 55 gsec. This test and the experimental results are
illustrated in Figure 4.1-13.

Figure 4.1-13. Switching Response Test
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The illumnination for the test in Figure 4.1-13 was a Gaussian intensity profile; had the
illumination been uniform then the response would have had a flat "plateau" between about 15 and
40 psec. The response is seen to correctly rise and fall at the 55 psec interval, confirming that the
100% switching response time is 40 psec for the 500 Spot Bragg Cell. Note that the response
peaks at about half the c.w. response simply due to the fact that the RE pulse always occupies less
than half of the illumination aperture. The 200 Spot Bragg Cell similarly would have a 200 Asec
switching rTeed due to it's smaller 20 p~sec aperture.
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Figure 4.1-14 illustrates the "saturated" response of the 500 Spot Bragg Cell. At about 400
mW of input RF power the deflection response peaks on this cell and will actually start to decline
with increasing drive power. This saturation effect will cause the frequency response of the cell to
flatten out to a large degree as shown in Figure 4.1-14. The saturated response is seen to deviate
about ±5% around the nominal value.

Figure 4.1-14. Saturated Response of the 500 Spot Bragg Cell
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A thermal analysis was performed on the Bragg cells to investigate the potential wavefront
distortion effects caused by temperature gradients inside the cells. Imperfect conversion of the
input RF drive power at the piezoelectric transducer is the source of thermal heating, and additional
heating occurs due to absorbed acoustic energy at the end of the cell and acoustic attenuation along
the length of the cell. The resulting temperature gradients can cause optical distortions due to
thermal expansion of the width of the Bragg cell (W) and the temperature dependence of the
acoustic velocity (v)and index of refraction (n). The optical phase, 4B, at position "1" from the
transducer end of the cell along the exiting face is given by

d n(/) W(I)
OB(/) = 2n I f -7 + ,-

(4.1-5)

wheref is the RF frequency of excitation (i.e., =24 MHz) and X0 is the optical waN length.
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Figure 4.1-15 shows the parameters and geometry of the heat sinking used in the thermal
analysis, and Figure 4. 1-16 shows the results of the analysis. The top of Figure 4. 1-16 shows the
optical wavefront contours that would result from the temperature gradients, and the bottom of
Figure 4.1-16 shows the "corrected" wavefront contours when the simple tilt and quadratic focus
terms have been removed. The focus correction can be easily implemented by adjusting the
appropriate spherical lens in the breadboard optics, and the tilt term is simply an angular deflection
offset. This shows that heatsinking at the back face of the cell produces a very large region of the
Bragg cell that is predominantly free of optical aberrations to less than M/lO peak-to-valley. This
occurs because the symmetry of the temperature gradients along the acoustic axis of the cells lend
themselves to well behaved optical distortions that are of low enough order (spherical and linear) to
be easily corrected.

Figure 4.1-15. Geometry and Parameters for Thermal Analysis
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Figure 4.1-16. Raw and Corrected Wavefront Contours
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4.2 Optics

4.2.1 Demonstration Optics Design

The purpose of the demonstration optics was to show proof of concept without the expense
of building a custom system. Figure 4.2. 1-1 illustrates the layout of the demonstration optics. All
off-the-shelf optical components were used (except for the Bragg cells) in the breadboard design.

Figure 4.2.1-1. Demonstration Optics Layout
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Table 4.2.1- 1 contains a list of parts in the Lasercom system illustrated above. Only one 180
degree field is enumerated, with the other field identical.

Table 4.2.1-1. Demonstration Optical Hardware List

I) The base plate is a 2 inch thick 3 foot square optical table with a one inch 1/4-20 hole grid
pattem.

2) The 25 mW 830 nm laser and collimator.
3) The 10 mW 670 nm laser and collimator.
4) A 2X anamorphic corrector prism pair.
5) Hot mirror beam combiner (reflects IR, passes visible).
6) A half wave plate and a quarter wave plate.
7) A 6X beam expander.
8) A 2 inch Folding Mirror.
9) The Horizontal Bragg Cell.

10) A half wave plate.
11) The Vertical Bragg Cell.
12) The Horizontal Fourier Transform Lens (300 mm).
13) The camera pickoff beam splitter, the camera's Vertical Fourier transform lens, and CCD

camera suspended above.
14) Holds the Vertical Fourier Transform Lens (80 mm) for the projection legs.
15) The image divider mirrors, and two 40 mm Lenses (one for each half field).
16) Camera support post.
17) 100 mm lens.
18) A 2 Inch fold mirror.
19) A 3 Inch fold mirror.
20) 150 mm lens.
21) 150 mm lens.
22) 8 mm Nikon Fisheye lens.

The optics consist of several sections. The first part is the illumination optics (2-8),
followed by the Bragg cells that do the beam steering (9-11). Next come the Fourier transform
optics that form the beam waists (12-14). The beam waist field is then divided in half and each half
reimaged to the input field of the fisheve lenses (15-21). Finally, the fisheye lenses project the
beams out to free space (22).

This system was optimized for an 830 nm laser. However, to provide a visible
demonstration capability, a 670 nm laser was also provided. With the 670 nm laser however, the
bandwidth of the Bragg cells is only half that for the 830 nm laser. The power to the laser is
provided by a BNC connector on the back panel of the system control box. This connector
supplies 5 volts to the two laser drivers. Inline on the power cable is a switch that selects either the
RED laser or the IR laser. Only one laser can be used at a time to avoid spot confusion at the CCD
camera plane. The aspect ratio required at the Bragg cells is 2:1 with the long axis in the horizontal
direction. The aspect ratio out of the RED laser is 4:1, so a 2X prismatic beam expander is used to
form the correct ratio. The output of the IR laser is about 2: 1, so no correction is required.

The beams are combined using a hot mirror. A hot mirror is a dichroic surface that reflects
IR (above 700 nm) and transmits visible light. The beam sizes at this point are about 2 by 4 mm.
A 6X beam expander is used to create a 12 by 24 mm beam to illuminate the Bragg cells. The
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Fourier Cylinders then form a scan plane with a field of 500 spots by 200 spots. A beamsplitter
reflects a small portion of the light to the CCD TV camera for spot position monitoring. The top
half and bottom half of the fields are divided by a mirror pair into the left field and right fields, each
with 500 by 100 spots. These fields are then reimaged and magnified to fill the input aperture of
the fisheye lens. The fisheye then projects the spots to fill each half field of 180 degrees
horizontally by +/- 18 degrees vertically.

The alignment procedure listed in Table 4.2.1-2 assumes that all the optical mount holders
are in their normal positions (see Demonstration Optics Layout, Figure 4.2.1-1). The optical axis
should be aligned to be 5 1/2 inches above the optical table. At all times observe laser safety
precautions! Useful tools not supplied are an infrared viewer, an IR sensitive viewing card, a
power meter, and an oscilloscope.

Table 4.2.1-2. Alignment Procedure

I) Place 830 nm laser with collimator into holder (2).
2) Rotate the laser beam to a clear area of the table.
3) Adjust laser until near and far field of beam is at 5 1/2 inches above the table.
4) Aim the beam at the center of the dichroic splitter (5).
5) Adjust the splitter angle to maintain the 5 1/2 inch height and project the beam along the line

of components (6), (7), and (8).
6) Center the half wave plate and the quarter wave plate (6) on the beam.
7) Center the 6X beam expander (7).
8) Before inserting turning mirror (8), use the collimation tester (supplied) to adjust the

collimation out of the 6X beam expander. Rotate the focus ring until the fringes on the view
screen are parallel to the shadow of the wire.

9) Insert turning mirror (8) centered on the beam and folding 90 degrees toward the horizontal
Bragg cell.

10) Position the horizontal Bragg cell (9) in the center of the beam.
S11) Place a 300 mm lens (supplied) after the cell, and project the spot onto a detector with the

detector output displayed on a scope.
12) Energize the cell by starting the software. Select Scan Horizontal from the menu.
13) Adjust the position and angle of the cell to maximize the output on the detector and maintain

a flat bandshape.
14) Iteratively adjust the rotation of the halfwave and quarterwave plates (6) to maximize the

output of the horizontal cell. Greater than 80% throughput efficiency can be obtained.
15) Remove the 300 mm lens.
16) Position the halfwave plate (10) in the center of the diffracted beam.
17) Position the vertical Bragg cell in the center of the diffracted beam.
18) Place a 300 mm lens (supplied) after the cell, and project the spot onto a detector with the

detector output displayed on a scope.
19) Energize the cell by starting the software. Select Scan Vertical from the menu.
20) Adjust the position and angle of the cell to maximize the output on the detector and maintain

a flat bandshape.
21) Iteratively adjust the rotation of the halfwave plate (10) to maximize the output of the

vertical cell. Greater than 80% throughput can be obtained.
22) Select Scan Diagonally from the software menu and check the composite deflection

efficiency. Greater than 60% should be available across the band.
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Table 4.2.1-2. Alignment Procedure (Continued)

23) Remove the 300 mm lens.
24) Place the 300 mm cylinder lens in position (12). This focuses the scan horizontally.
25) Place the bearmsplitter (13) so that the diffracted light passes through and is reflected

upward.
26) Position the vertical Fourier lens (14) into position, centered on the beam.
27) Position a second cylinder lens above the beam,.?litter, supported off vertical post (16).
28) Suspend the CCD TV camera also from post (16).
29) Center diffracted light on the camera.
30) Select Scan Vertically from the software and focus the line of light on the camera by

moving the camera position up and down.
31) Select Scan Horizontally from the software and focus the line of light on the camera by

moving the suspended cylinder lens.
32) Select Multibeam, 8 beam demo from the software menu.
33) Center the pattern on the TV camera by moving the camera.
34) The TV camera setup may have to be repeated after the projected beams are set up.
35) Focus cylinder lens (12) and (14) to form an image in front of folding and splitting

mirrors (15).
36) Position splitting mirrors (15) to deflect the top half of the image to the left and the bottom

half of the image to the right.
37) Choose the pattern file RIGHTO.PTN from the File Open menu.
38) Position the 40 mm lens (15) for a straight projection of the beams.
39) Position the 100 mm lens (17) in the center of the beam.
40) Position mirror (18) to direct the beams toward mirror (19).
41) Observe the image at position (19). Individual spots should be observed.
42) Position Mirror (19) to center the image in the center of the following lens positions.
43) Center lens (20) on the beam.
44) Center lens (21) on the beam.
45) Insert the Nikon Lens (22) into its holder.
46) Focus lens (17) to obtain clean spots on the screen.
47) Position mirror (19) to center the array of spots in the vertical direction and horizontally.
48) Finely adjust the position of lens (22) along the beam path to set the outer spots at the

outer edge of the observation screen.
49) Iterate any adjustments out of tune.
50) Repeat for the other projection leg.

Note: The system can only be nominally adjusted for one wavelength laser at a time. If the 670
nm laser is used for alignment, then the 830 nm laser will no longer be aligned.

The following sections provide the CODE V® design data for the breadboard system. Table
4.2.1-3 and Figure 4.2.1-2 cover the Front-end Demonstration Optics Design and Layout, from
laser to Bragg cclls. The CODE V® design tool works better when starting from an infinite object,
so the data below starts with the collimated beam in the Bragg cells and works backward toward
the Aspherical lens in the laser collimator.
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Table 4.2.1-3. Front-end Demonstration Optics Design

Code VS design data, from Bragg cells to laser diode.

RDY THI RMD GLA CCY THC
OBJ: INFINITY INFINITY 100 100
STO: INFINITY 35.000000 'TE02' 100 100

2: INFINITY 25.000000 100 100
3: INFINITY 3.000000 BK7_SCHGTT 100 100
4: INFINITY 25.000000 100 100
5: INFINITY 35.000000 'TEO2' 100 100
6: INFINITY 50.000000 100 100
7: INFINITY 0.000000 REFL 100 100

XDE: 0.000000 YDE: 0.000000 ZDE: 0.000000 BEN
XDC: 100 YDC: 100 ZDC: 100
ADE: 45.000000 BDE: 0.000000 CDE: 0.000000
ADC: 100 BDC: 100 CDC: 100

8: INFINITY -50.000000 100 100
9: -125.26610 -7.997000 SKI1 SCHOTT 100 100

10: 115.19900 -4.205000 SF5 S-'CHOTT 100 100
11: 555.66760 -0.748000 100 100
12: -73.85900 -5.776000 SF11_SCHOTT 100 100
13: -110.00000 -87.180000 100 100
14: INFINITY -2.080000 SF11 SCHOTT 100 100
15: -31.67600 -2.080000 100 100
16: INFINITY -2.080000 SF11_SCHOTT 100 100
17: -31.67600 -50.000000 100 100
18: INFINITY -3.000000 BK7_SCHOTT 100 100
19: INFINITY -25.000000 100 100
20: INFINITY -3.000000 BK7 SCHOTT 100 100
21: INFINITY -50.000000 100 100

> 22: INFINITY 0.000000 REFL 100 100
XDE: 0.000000 YDE: 0.000000 ZDE: 0.000000 BEN
XDC: 100 YDC: 100 ZDC: 100
ADE: 40.000000 BDE: 0.000000 CDE: 0.00n000
ADC: 100 BDC: 100 CDC: 100

23: INFINITY 50.000000 100 100
24: 3.03022 3.0000C0 SF57_SCHOTT 0 100

ASP:
K : -0.233433 KC : 0
IC : YES CUF: 0.000000 CCF: 100
A :-.452234E-03 B :-.407418E-04 C :-.112171E-05 D

:-.562827E--6
AC: v BC: 0 CC: 0 DC 0

25: 9.29061 1.000000 0 100
26: INFINITY 1.200000 BK'7 SCHOTT 100 10C
27: INFINITY 0.695980 1-00 PIM

!MG: INFINITY 0.000000 100 100
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Table 4.2.1-3. Front-end Demonstration Optics Design (Continued)
SPECIFICATION DATA

EPO 25.00000
DIM MM
WL 830.00
REF 1
WTW 1
XAN 0.00000
YAN 0.00000
VUx 0.00000
VLX 0.00000
vJY 0.00000
VLY 0.00000

APERTURE DATA/EDGE DEFINITIONS
CA
CIR Si 20.000000
CIR S2 20.000000
CIR S3 15.000000
CIR S4 15.000000
CIR S5 20.000000
CIR S6 20.000000
CIR S7 25.000000
CIR S9 25.000000
CIR S10 25.000000
CIR S11 25.000000
CIR S12 25.000000
CIR S13 24.000000
CIR S14 7.000000
CIR S15 5.500000
CIR $16 7.000000
CIR S17 5.500000
CIR S18 12.500000
CIR S20 12.500000
CIR S21 12.500000
CIR S22 12.500000
CIR 524 2.500000
CIR S25 2.500000

PRIVATE CATALOG
PWL 830.00
'THIN' 1.010000

PWL 830.00
'TEO2' 2.200000

REFRACTIVE INDICES
GLASS CODE 830.00

SF57 SCHOTT 1.821707
SF11 SCHOTT 1.763120
SF5 SCHOTT 1.657453
SKIT SCHOTT 1.556411
BK7 SCHOTT 1.510206

TEO2' 2.200000

SOLVES
PIM
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Table 4.2.1-3. Front-end Demonstration Optics Design (Continued)

This is a decentered system. If elements with power are
decentered or tilted, the first order properties are probably
inadequate in describing the system characteristics.

INFIN:TE CONJUGATES
EFL 26.9927
BFL 0.6960
FFL 7102.4964
FNC 1.0797
'MG ::S 0.6960
OAL -64.9460
PARAX:AL IMAGE

HT 0.0000
ANG 0.0000
ENTRANCE PUPIL
DIA 25.0000
THI 0.0000

EXIT PUPIL
DIA 0.0950
THI 0.7986

Figure 4.2.1-2. Front-end Demonstration Optics Layout

50 MM

Input to Cell from Laser Diode HAR 6-JUL-93
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The data for the Back-end Demonstration Optics Design, Table 4.2.1-4 and Figure 4.2.1-3,
covers the demonstration optics from the output of the Bragg cells through to the output of the
Fisheye lens. Because Nikon does not release design data for their lenses. the CODE V®
description of the Fisheye lens is an approximation. This approximation was obtained by having
CODE VS optimize the performance of the lens until it matched the published lens data such as
focal length, field, nodal positions and lens count.

Table 4.2.1-4. Back-end Demonstration Optics Design

Output From Bragg Cell.

RDY TH: RMO GLA CCY THC GLC
08.: INFINITY INF:NITY 100 100
STO: :NF:NITY 45.0^000^ 100 100

2: ."5.6:000 5.00000 8K7 SCHCTT 100 100

RDX: :NFINITY CCX: 100

3: :NFINITY 220.505101 100 0
4: 4 NFINITY 5.000000 SK7 SCHOTT OCC 100

RDX: 41.49600 CCX: 100

5: :NFINITY 97.612781 100 0
6: 69.12100 2.000000 SF5 SCHOTT i00 100
7: 17.13750 3.SOOOOO SKITSCHOTT 100 100
8: -25.58640 60.308441 100 100
9: 177.46180 3.000000 SF5 SCHOTT 100 100

10: 42.40620 7.000000 SKiTSCHOTT 100 I00
11: -63.41870 424.559359 100 100
12: 77.80500 14.000000 SK7 SCHOTT 100 100
13: INFINITY 62.278121 - 100 100
14: 77.80500 14.000000 BK7_SCHOTT 100 100
15: INFINITY 8.330962 100 100
16: INFINITY 0.100000 SK7iSCHOTT 100 100
17: INFINITY -0.007790 100 100
18: INFINITY 37.600000 100 100
19: 45.73557 2.000000 621412.600145 100 100 100
20: 300.00000 0.100000 100 100
21: 51.80390 2.500000 753909.286741 100 100 100
22: 19.87530 8.500000 487000.704000 100 100 100
23: -71.69472 8.000000 100 100
24: INFINITY 4.600000 i00 100
25: 39.76499 3.000000 744000.447000 100 100 100
26: 21.68338 6.500000 487000.704000 100 100 100
27: -70.75049 0.100000 100 100
28: 300.00000 2.500000 648227.447629 100 100 100
29: -154.23737 3.000000 100 100
30: INFINITY 2 000000 755000.276000 1CC 100 100
31: INFINITY 28 S00000 AIR 100 100
32: -60.00000 12.000000 755000.276000 100 100 100
33: -23.00000 1.300000 100 100
34: -21.00000 7.000000 604179.611411 100 100 100
35: 60.00000 17.000000 100 100
36: -16.00000 3.000000 487000.704000 100 100 100
37: -iio.00000 22.000000 100 100
38: -28.00000 3.000000 487000.704000 100 100 100
39: -68.00000 10.000000 100 100
40: INFINITY 60.000000 100 100

IMG: -150.00000 0.000000 100 0
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Table 4.2.1-4. Back-end Demonstration Optics Design (Continued)

30:S:F:CA7: :N DATA
12.50000

AFF: 60.00000
MM

830.00
REF .
WTW
XAN 3 00000 0.00020 0.00000 00000

00000
.0000oc 0.120C0 D.24000 .3 6000

o 43:::
>x 0000 0.:.: .00000 C.]OOCO

'IU x .000c:--0
0.)00 - 0000 :0.0000

I 03cco
"VY 0.00000 0.00003 0.00000 0.00000

0 .C000
VLY 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

0 .00000

APERTURE DATA/EDGE DEFINITIONS
CA
CIR S2 15.000000
CIR S3 15.000000
CIR S4 13.000000
CIR S6 7.500000
CIR S7 7.500000
CIR S8 7.500000
CIR S9 15.000000
CIR 510 15.000000
CIR S11 15.000000
CIR S12 40.000000
CIR S13 40.000000
CIR S14 40.000000
CIR S15 40.000000
CIR S19 10.000000
CIR S20 10.000000
CIR S22 10.000000
CIR S23 10.000000
CIR S24 10.000000
CIR S25 10.000000
CIR S26 10.000000
CIR S28 10.000000
CIR 529 10.000000
CIR S30 10.000000
CIR S31 10.000000
CIR S33 16.000000
CIR S34 16.000000
CIR S35 17.000000
CIR S36 16.000000
CIR S37 30.000000
CIR S38 30.000000
CIR S39 55.000000
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Table 4.2.1-4. Back-end Demonstration Optics Design (Continued)

REFA,:T:VE :ND:CES

-F= 'ZH TT ".£5 453.

:NF:N:"' C:NJUGATES
22851.2167

345.3854
FF- -"- . 1008E-C"

... c S•

?A.Z.-X- A:_ MAG E
:9:.4424

•NG 0.4800
-NT. R-C .-UP I L
D'A 12.5000
THI 0.0000

EX:T ?UPIL
DIA 0.2835
Tvi -172.8578

CODE V> in fl

output from cell

Elem Surfs Focal Length
i 2- 3 304.994317 Cylinder in Y direction
2 4- 5 (81.3 mm Cylinder in X direction)
3 6- 8 40.000048
4 9-11 100.000046
5 12-13 152.497158
6 14-15 152.497158
7 16-17 Flat
8 19-20 87.753893
9 21-23 122.109272

1.3 25-27 73.581878
i1 28-29 160.193088
12 30-31 Flat
13 32-33 44.591933
14 34-35 -25.275186
15 36-37 -39.318677
16 38-39 -101.392848
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Figure 4.2.1-3. Back-end Demonstration Optics Layout

125 MM

Output from Cell HAR 5-JUL-93

4.2.2 Custom Optics Design

For a spaceborne application, small size and light weight are very important. One program
goal was to produce an optimized design for space using custom, instead of off-the-shelf, optics.
Optimizing fur size and weight meant redesigning the breadboard optics to include the fewest
components possible. On the output side, the Fourier transform lenses were retained as a pair of
cylinders. 'rhe output lens system however was changed from seventeen elements (scaling system
consisting of six elements in four groups, and a fisheye of eleven elements in nine groups) to an
output fisheye lens with five elements total, a savings of twelve optical components. Table 4.2.2-I
is the Code V• design for the custom o Iput fisheye lens. starting from the output and working
back to the lens input. Figure 4.2.2-1 illustrates the layout of the custom back-end optics.
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Table 4.2.2-1. Back-end Custom Optics Design

Small Fisheye Lens.

RDY THI RMD GLA CCY THC

> CBJ: INFINITY INFINITY 100 100

1: INFINITY 25.000000 100 100

2: 49.45403 4.400000 SFL57_SCHOTT 0 0

3: 6.87256 4.676532 0 0

4: -100.84273 4.400000 SFL57 SCHOTT 0 0

5: 26.52705 18.238627 0 0

6: -47.69870 4.406043 SFL57 SCHOTT 0 0
-33.85776 0.i00000 0 0

STS INFINITY 4.558435 1'0o 0
3: -258.23597 4 .531052 SFL57 SCHCTT 0 0

"-15.98231 0.100000 0 0
U: 13.92418 4.589311 SFL57 SCHOTT 0 0

12: -76.55846 7.600000 0 0

13: INFINITY 0 .414966 100 PIM

IMG: INFINITY -0.039060 100 100

SPECIFICATZCN DATA
NA 0.04167
DIM MM
WL 830.00
REF 1
WTW 1
XAN 3.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000

YAN -69.00000 -45.00000 0.00000 45.00000 89.00000

REFRACTIVE- INDICES
GLASS CODE 830.00

SFL57_SCHOTT 1.821500
SOLVES

PIM
INFINITE CONJUGATES

EFL 1.7000
BFL 0.4150
FFL 34.3550
FNO 12.0000
IMG DIS 0.3759
OAL 82.6000
PARAXIAL IMAGE

HT 97.3952
ANG 89.0000
ENTRANCE PUPIL

DIA 0.1417
THI 34.4024

EXIT PUPIL
DIA 5.0782
THI -60.5239
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Figure 4.2.2-1. Back-end Custom Optics i ayout

iO MM

Output from Cell HAR 7-JUL-93

On the input side to the Bragg cells, the design takes seven elements and reduces the count to
three, a savings of four lens components. Table 4.2.2-2 lists the Code V® output for this part of
the design. Figure 4.2.2-2 illustrates the Front-end Custom Optics Layout.

For the custom optical design, the mid-section optics layout is shown in ,igure 4.2 2-3. The
mid-section transforms the Bragg cell output, and is implemented using two cylinder lenses. The
Code VV output design data for this section is shown in Table 4.2.2-3.
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Table 4.2.2-2. Front-end Custom Optics Design

Custom Beam Shaping Optics.
RDY THI RMD GLA CCY THC

Z;LC
CIJ: !NFINITY INFINITY ioL 100

"INFINITY 3.000000 BK7 SCHOTT 100 100
2: INFINITY 5.000000 100 100

INFINITY 3.000000 5K7 SCHOTT 10, 100
4: INFINITY 5.000000 100 Io00

INFINITY 15.000000 IOC 100
0.000000 YDE: 0.000C.-01 ZDE: 0.00000 E'

X::C 100 YCC: 3 ZCC: 100
A2- .0.0,n0000 BDE: C.000,, ODE: 0.000000
AZC 1 00 BCC: 100 CCC: 100

6: INFINITY 12.000000 SF11_SCHOTT 100 100
INFINITY 0.000000 100 100

XDE: 0.000000 YDE: 0.000000 ZDE: 0.000000 DAR
XDC: 100 YDC: 100 ZDC: 100
ADE: 0.000000 BDE: 0.000000 CDE: 0.000000
ADC: 100 BOC: 100 CDC: 100

STO: INFINITY 20.0' 100 100
9: 45.84068 13.. 507578.598075 100 100

XDE: 0.000000 YDE: L.U00000 ZDE: 0.000000
XDC: 100 YDC: 100 ZDC: 100
ADE: 0.000000 BDE: 0.000000 CDE: 0.000000
ADC: 100 BDC: 100 CDC: 100
GP1: FK5 SCHOTT SPG: PRC:

10: -18.44596 1.500000 SFL57 SCHOTT 100 100
11: -58.40115 0.100000 AIR 100 100
12: 21.47053 13.000000 SFL57 SCHOTT 100 100
13: INFINITY 14.122865 AIR 100 PIM

IMG: INFINITY -0.029505 100 0

SPECIFICATICN DATA
EPD 25.00000
XZF
DIM MM
WL 830.00
REF 1
WTW 1
XAN 0.00000
YAN 0.00000
vix 0.00000
VLX 0.00000
VuY 0.00000
VLY 0.00000

APERTU'RC DATA/EDGE DEFINITIONS
CA
CIR Si 15.000000
CIR 53 15.000000
CIR S6 15.000000
CIR S7 18.000000
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Table 4.2.2-2. Front-end Custom Optics Design (Continued)

REFRACT:7. :NCICES
"---ASS C:DE 930. 00

SF2.L SCHOSTT 1.763220
507573.598075 1.5007 o
zF*57 SCHOTT 1.821365
BK- SCH077 1.510206

DEPARTU7RE FROM 'CATALOG iND:CES
ý_ASS __Z_-•E 830.00

507 .3.5L2075 0.019036

SC L"E S
?1_M

ZOCM DATA
POS 1 POS 2

EPD 25.00000 12.50000
ADE 55 0.00000 -6.04460
ADC S5 100 100
ADE S7 0.00000 -29.43000
ADC S7 100 100
YDE S9 0.00000 7.38661
YDC S9 100 0
ADE S9 0.00000 19.88279
ADC S9 100 0
YDE S5 0.00000 3.82850
YDC 55 0 0

This is a decentered system. If elements with power are
decentered or tilted, the first order properties are probably
inadequate in describing the system characteristics.

POS 1 POS 2
INFINITE CONJUGATES

EFL 23.4006 23.4006
BFL 14.1229 14.1229
FFL 40.7117 40.7117
FNO 0.9360 1.8721
IMG DIS 14.0934 14.0934
OAL 90.6000 90.6000
PARAX:AL IMAGE

HT 0.0000 0.0000
ANG 0.0000 0..o
ENTRANCE PUPIL

DIA 25.0000 12.5000
TH: 35.7791 35.7791

EXIT FP"
D:A 118.6018 59.3009
THI 125.1371 125.1371

STO DIA 25.0000 12.5000
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Figure 4.2.2-2. Front-end Custom Optics Layout

20 MM

Custom Beam Shaping Optics HAR 8-JUL-93

Figure 4.2.2-3. Mid-section Custom Optics Layout

51.02 MM

Cylindrical Transform Lens Scale: 0.49 HAR 9-JUL-93
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Table 4.2.2-3. Mid-section Custom Optics Design

Cylindncal Transform Lens.
RDY THI RMD GLA CCY THc

GLC
> CBj: INFINITY INFINITY 100 103

1: INFINITY 25.000000 'TEO2' 100 .00
2: INFINITY 5.000000 100 i00
3: INFINITY 3.000000 BK7_SCHOTT 100 i30
4: INFINITY 5.000000 -- 0 130
5: INFINITY 25.000000 'TEO2' 100 1000

STO: INFINITY 25.000000 100 :00
7: 155.04000 6.000000 BK7_SCHOTT 100 '30

CYL:
RDX: INFINITY CCX: 100

INFINITY 152.535673 100
3: INFINITY 6.000000 BK7 SCHOTT 100 100

.ZX: 75.20000 CCX: 100

'0: INFINITY 143.418412 100 PIM
:MG: INFINITY -0.104780 I00 0

SPEC:F:CAT7•N DATA
EPD 12.50000
PUX 0.50000
PUY 0.50000
PUI 0.13500
xzF
DIM MM
WL 830.00
REF 1
WTW I-
XN 0.00000 0.00000 0.21300 0.21300

YAN 0.00000 0.50900 0.00000 0.50900

APERTURE :A7A/EDGE DEFINITIONS
CA
CIR SI 15.000000
CIR S3 15.000000
CIR S5 15.000000
CIR S? 10.000000
CIR S9 10.000000

PRIVATE CATALOG
PWL 830.00
'TEO2' 2.200000

REFRACT IVE :NDICES
GLASS CODE 830.00

BK7 SCHCTT 1.510206
'TEO2' 2.200000
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Table 4.2.2-3. Mid-section Custom Optics Design (Continued)

SOL.VE S
P:M

NF:NITE ZCNJUGATES
:EFL 147.3914

8FL 143.4184
FFL 68.8310
FNO 11.7913
:MG C'f 143.3136
CAL 252.535"'
? A.=LX :.':.L "MAGE
H_ 0.547'

ANG 0.2130
NT.RAN:E -'-JPIL
DIA 12.5000
THI 34.7138

EXIT PUPIL
DIA 54.0018
THI 780.1700

Figure 4.2.2-4 represents the entire custom svstem from end to end. It is much smaller and
more compact than the breadboard. The custom optics consists of the laser output going through a
three element 25mm FI collimator, followed by an 1.5X prismatic beam expander. This system of
input optics takes the 3:1 aspect ratio of the laser and forms it into a 12.5 by 25mm output beam.
This is followed by a halfwave plate and a quarterwave plate to adjust the polarization to the
ellipfica] orientation necessary to get maximum diffraction efficiency from the Bragg cells. Between
the two Bragg cells is another halfwave plate that corrects for the polarization change due to the
birefringence of the first cell. After the cells are the two orthogonal cylinder lenses, 300mm for the
horizontal output and 145mm for the vertical. These lenses Fourier transform the scan angles into a
real image plane at the back focal plane of the fisheye lenses. A splitting mirror directs half the
vertical field to each of the two fisheye lenses, which image the focal plane to infinity with a .36
degree beam divergence.

Table 4.2.2-4 below shows the predicted optical throughput for the custom system. With
custom optics. designed and coated for 830 nm. and using a Spectra-Diode Labs laser, the output
can easily exceed the requirement of 50% throughput. In the Section 5.3, Breadboard Performance
Summary, the Custom design expected results are further contrasted with the actual measurements
for the breadboard.
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Figure 4.2.2-4. Complete Custom Optics Layout

Custom S\, stem could be folded into
approximately 4 X 4 X 8 inch package

-~ 10 IICNE

-1I IICR13

Table 4.2.2-4. Optical Efficiency of the Custom System

Lasercom Light Budget Custom System

COMT CO ONEN THROUQHPUT
POWER QUT (oW)

Laser Output 150.0
Laser Collimator 145.5 0.97
Wave Plates (1/2 AND 1/4) 139.6 0.96
Horizontal Cell (DC) 136.8 0.98
Horizontal Diffraction 130.0 0.95
Wave Plate (1/2) 127.4 0.98
Vertical Cell (DC) 124.8 0.98
Vertical Diffraction 118.6 0.95
300 mm Cylinder 117.4 0.99
145 mm Cylinder 116.2 0.99
Turning Mirror 115.1 0.99
Fisheve Lens 109.3 0.95

TOTAL 109.3 0.73
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4.3 Electronics Design and Test

Figure 4.3-1 shows a simplified block diagram of the electronics subsystem. The electronic
subsystem uses direct digital synthesis (DDS) to generate a tunable 18 to 32 MHz frequency output
bandwidth. The electronics interface box consists of a control interface card, two DDS cards, and
an RF section, all self-contained including a power supply. The breadboard PC computer controls
the electronics box via a digital output card.

Figure 4.3-1. Electronics Subsystem Block Diagram

PC Comnuter
Control card Poe

Electronics interlace Box

8latch1 E
Front Panel Control Interlacel Power Power Bragg

R pt .Combiner 4:1 Amps Cells

Impedance, ""- I Match

Figure 4.3-2 shows a block diagram of the Control Interface Board. The Control Interface
Board buffers digital frequency and control data between the controlling PC and the two DDS
cards, strobes this information into the DDS cards upon a read request from the PC, and generates
the required clocks for the these processes to take place. Appendix C contains a schematic of the
Control Interface Board.

The Control Interface Board receives 24 parallel data bits from the controller PC consisting of
17 data bits of frequency data. and 7 data bits of control logic. The frequency data (DO-D16) is
latched into four 4096X9-pin FIFO's (CY7C433), two FIFO's per channel, upon a write request
(W I, W2) from the PC. A read enable (READ EN) command from the PC enables the FIFO's to
read data into the DDS cards via a read (R) command from the PAL (32VXIO). The PAL also
transmits a DDS latch command (DDS LATCH) to the DDS cards to latch the frequency data into
buffers on the DDS card and a DDS load strobe (LSTRB) command to load the information into
the DDS chip. Once all the data has been read from the FIFO's an empty flag (EFI. EF2, EF3.
EF4) will signal the PAL. The PAL will then send a retransmit command (RT) to the FIFO's
requesting the FIFO to loop through the frequency data.
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Figure 4.3-2. Control Interface Board Block Diagram
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The sequence of operation Is as follows:
I!. Initial reset of FIFO's and DDS card (RESET. DDS RESET) at turni on.

2. Write to the FIFO's (Wdm, W2)
3. Read all FIFO's.

a. READ EN from PC to PAL.b. R from PAL to FIFO's.
C. DDS LATCH from PAL to DDS card.
d.- LSTRB from PAL to DDS card.

4. FIFO's will continuously loop until a RESET or w.,rite command.
a. Empty flag (EFIf -EF4) from FIFO to PAL.
b. Retransmit (RT) from PAL to FIFO.

The Control Interface Board generates a 160 MHz ECL clock, a 5 MHz TTL clock, and a I
KHz TTL clock. The 160 MHz ECL clock is used as the clock for the DDS boards. The 5 MHz
and i KHz clocks ar'e clock selected (CLK SEL) by the PC for either fast or slow operation and
are used for FIFO read and write operations. The FIFO write rate is determined by the PC and the
FIFO read rate is 400ns.
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Figure 4.3-3 shows a block diagram of the DDS board. The DDS boards are off-the-shelf
Stanford Telecom STEL-2272A single output direct digital synthesizer boards with a maximum
output frequency of 110 MHz and a maximum clock speed of 300 MHz. The output frequency
changes 33 clock cycles after a LSTRB command. This application uses a 160 MHz clock for a
frequency change rate of 206 nsec.

Figure 4.3-3. DDS Card Block Diagram
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The frequency information from the Control Interface Board is buffered into four 8-bit
latches with a DDS LATCH command. A LSTRB command initiates a serial input of the frequency
data bits into the STEL-2172A chip at the DDS board clock rate (160 MHz). The DDS chip
bounces the data bit information against a look-up table in ROM to translate to a corresponding
frequency using the following equation:

fout = (phase change) *fclk / 2 N (4.3-1)

where phase change = data bits from PC,fclk = 160 MHz. N = 18, and fout = 18 to 32 MHz.
For example. if four = 18 MHz, then phase change =four * 2 N/ fclk = (18 * 106) * (2 N)/( 16 0
* 106) = 2.9491 * 104 = 000 111001100110011 (bin). Frequency calculations were made using 18
bits of frequency data to improve frequency resolution to 610 Hz. The two MSB's of the
frequency data are always 0 between 18 and 32 MHz.

Figure 4.3-4 shows a block diagram of the RF section. The RF section contains two
identical RF paths, one for each channel, containing a power combiner, an attenuator and a high
power amplifier. A 4-way power combiner (Anzac. DS-312-SMA) combines the RF from the
DDS card with up to three additional frequencies. The aitenuator is SMA packaged and can be
selected for a desired output power. The high power amplifier (Mini-Circuits, ZHL- 1-2W) is a 2
watt device with a minimum gain of 29 dB.
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Figure 4.3-4. RF Section Block Diagram
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The electronics subsystem was thoroughly tested to verify that the goal specifications were

met. The following paragraphs summarize the results per test performed.

Test #1. Frequency Tuning

The Channel X (horizontal) and Channel Y (vertical) were tuned from 18 to 32 MHz. A
HP5328B frequency counter was used to measure frequency resolution across the band. A random
sampling of 20 frequencies compared to the expected frequency achieved a resolution in both
channels of less than 610 Hz.

Test #2. Spurious Tones

This test was performed to verify that spurious tones were at least 40 dBc down.

Channel X - Figure 4.3-5a shows spurious tones across the frequency band at < -40 dBc. The
frequency band was swept to annotate worst case dynamic range.
Channel Y - Figure 4.3-5b shows spurious tones across the frequency band at < -40 dBc. The
frequency band was swept to annotate worst case dynamic range.
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Figure 4.3-5. Spurious Tones Test Results

a. Channel X (horizontal) b. Channel Y (venical)
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Test #3. Phase Noise

This test was performed to verify that phase noise was no greater than -70 dBc/Hz maximum.
20 KHz from the carrier.

Channel X - Fi2ure 4.3-6a shows a CW signal centered at 18 MHz and at an output power of +27
dBm. The SSB phase noise at 20 KHz offset is approximately -93 dBc/30 Hz or -108 dBc/Hz.
Channel Y - Figure 4.3-6b shows a CW signal centered at 18 MHz and at an output power of
+26.5 dBm. The SSB phase noise at 20 KHz offset is approximately -93 dBc/30 Hz or -108
dBc/Hz.

Test #4. Sethling Time

This test was performed to verify that the settling time was no more than 200 nsec. Figure
4.3-7 shows the test setup used to check the settling time at turn on and turn off of frequencies
generated by the DDS card. A Merrimac quadraphase modulator was used as a phase detector with
90 degree phase shift reference. The output of the DDS card was split with one signal entering the
modulator at the 90 degree quad and the other at the in-phase combiner. The signals were then
combined 90 decrees out of phase to produce a voltage reference. The output of the DDS card was
then toggled. The settling time is the time measured 1O to 90 % in amplitude.

Channel X - Figure 4 .3-8a shows a rise time of less than 100 nsec. Figure 4.3-8b shows a fall
time of less than 75 nsec.
Chanmel Y - Figure 4.3-9a shows a rise time of less than lOOnsec. Figure 4.3-9b shows a rise
time of less than ,715 nsec.
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Figure 4.3-6. Phase Noise Test Results

a. Channel X (horizontal) b. Channel Y (vertical)
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Figure 4.3-7. Settling Tinme Test Setup
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Figure 4.3-8. Channel X (Horizontal) Settling Time Test Results
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Test #5- Frequency D2rift:

This test was performed to verify th .. the frequency drift was no more than 10 Hz~i6ainute. andless than 50 H-z maximum long term. The test monitored both channels at turn on for 5 minutes
with an HP532"8B frequency counter, and the achieved drift was less than 10 Hz. The long term
lest monitored both channels over a twelve hour period. and achieved the same results.
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Figure 4.3-9. Channel Y (Vertical) Settling Time Test Re~sults
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Test #6. Third Order Intercept

This test was performed to verify that the third order intercept was +42 dBm minimum.

Channel X - Figure 4.3-l1Oa shows a two tone tesz for inhermodulation distortion across 18 to 32
MHz. The tone on the left was generated by the DDS card and the other tone was generated by an
external signal source combined in the RF section of the electronics subsystem. Both tones were
adjusted to +-6 dBm output power at the output of the electronic subsystem. The external signal
source was s%%ept across the band to generate (he worst case intermod tone. The figure shows the
intermod +42.63 dBc. The third order intercept point is calculated as follows:
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IP3 = Pout + A/2 where A is the difference of output power and intermod level,
therefore. 1P3 = 26 + 42.63/2 = 47.3 dBm.

Channel Y - Figure 4.3- l0b shows a two tone test for intermodulation distortion across 18 to 32
.N4Hz. The tone on the left was generated by the DDS card ai~d the other tone was generated by an
external signal source combined in the RF section of the electronics subsystem. Both tones were
adjusted to +26 dBmn output power at the output of the electronic subsystem. The external signal
source was swept across the band to generate the worst case intermod tone. The figure shows the
intermod +-45.45 dEc. The third order intercept point is calculated as follows:

1P3 =Pout + A12. wherc A is the difference of output power and interrnod level.
therefore. 1P3 = 26 + 45.45/2 = 48.7 dBmn

Figure 4.3-10. Third Order Intercept Test Results

a. Channel X (horizontal) b. Channel Y (vertjcjj)
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5.0 Breadboard Demonstration

5.1 Breadboard Hardware Description

This section briefly describes the breadboard hardware setup. Figure 5.1-1 shows the
major components of the breadboard: the controller PC computer (on the left), the electronics
interface box (middle background), and the optics bench (foreground) which contains the lasers,
Bragg cells, CCD camera, and the various lenses.

The breadboard is self-contained, requiring no additional lab equipment to operate (other
than tables on which to place the computer, electronics box, and optics bench). Once the computer
and electronics box are plugged into the AC wall outlet the breadboard is ready to run, and all other
components are powered via software control: the lasers, Bragg cells, and CCD camera. The
breadboard control software and operational procedure will be discussed in detail in Section 5.2
(see also Appendices A and B). Table 5. ! -I lists the PC computer specifications.

Table 5.1-1. PC Computer Specifications

" Motherboard: 486-33DX with AMI BIOS
"* Cache: 64K SRAM
"• RAM: 8 Megabytes
"* Hard Disk: 120 Megabytes (IDE)
"* Floppy Drives: 3.5" (1.44 Meg) and 5.25" (1.2 Meg)
"* /O ports: 2 serial and I parallel, 2 IDE and 2 FDC
"* Graphics Card: ATI-VGA Wonder .XL-24 (1 Megabyte)
"o Monitor 14" SVGA 1024 x 768 non-interlaced
". Video Overlay Card: Super Video Windows
"• 1/0 Card: National Instruments DIO-24
". Software: DOS 5.0, Norton Desktop 2.0, Windows 3.1,

Visual Basic 2.0

Figure 5.1-2 shows a perspective view of the optics bench. The two laser diodes (670 nm
and 830 nm wavelength) are in the far left comer of the bench. The Bragg cells are located where
the input coax cable terminates in the left central portion of the bench (Note: the mount shown for
the Bragg cells is an earlier mount not used in the final breadboard). The CCD camera is suspended
vertically at the top of Figure 5.1-2, and the two wide-angle output lenses can be seen at the left
and right sides of the bench. The optics bench (TMC Model #77-133-02) has a 3 x 3 foot surface
area (9 ft. 2), is 2 inches thick, and weighs approximately 135 lbs. (without optics). The Bragg cell
design was discussed in detail in Section 4. I.

One side of the electronics box is shown in Figure 5.1-3 with the cover removed. This
shows the custom developed interface board containing the programmable array logic (PAL)
devices and the first-in-first-out (FIFO) memories. In the upper center this picture shows the heat
sink on one of the two signal output amplifiers, and to the left of this is one of the 4:1 signal
combiners (3 front panel input ports and I internal DDS generator channel). The power supply for
the box electronics is on the right side of the box, and a cooling fan is located directly above.
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Figure 5.1-4 shows the other side of the electronics box. This view shows the two DDS
generator boards on the right side of the box (Stanford Telecom Model #STEL-2272). The other
power amplifier is located in the upper central region of the box, and the other signal combiner can
be seen in the upper right hand comer. The CCD power transformer is located at the bottom.

5.2 Control and Analysis Software Description

The Lasercom system was designed for ease of use. When the computer boots up, it
automatically loads Windows and runs with Norton desktop. To start the Lasercom system. simply
double click the left mouse button with the cursor sitting on the Lasercom Icon, in the Applications
group. This starts the software and turns on the hardware.

The software was written in Visual Basic 2.0 and is fully commented. Appendix A attached
is a printout of the source code. Appendix B is a printout of the Help file, which explains the
system operation and control in greater detail.

When the program first loads, a warning dialog box is displayed that explains about laser
safety. Then the control window appears. In the top part of the screen is a white control area, in the
bottom is the live TV camera output. The laser spot initial condition is on, with the spot centered in
the right half of the display area, with the beam exiting the system in the center of the right-hand
fisheye lens.

The spot can be moved to a new position by three different methods. The spot can be
positioned by placing the mouse cursor antwhere on the white control area and clicking the left
mouse button. The spot will then appear at that point. The white display area represents 360
degrees of horizontal positions and +/- 18 degrees of vertical positions. The line in the center
defines the split in the system between the left-hand fisheye and the right-hand fisheye output. The
live TV output is split vertically, with the bottom half mapped to the left area and the upper half
corresponding to thc right half. Another way to manipulate the spot position is to place the mouse
cursor on the spot and, while holding down the left mouse button, dragging the spot to a new
location. The third method of spot positioning is to grab the slide bar with the mouse and drag it to
a new location. This gives you independent control of the horizontal and vertical positions. The
bars and the bar arrows can also be clicked on for coarse and fine position control, respectively.
The position of the spot can only be controlled for a single spot. In order to control the position of
multiple output spots, either independent frequency sources can be plugged into the front panel, or
a pattern file can be written for time division multiplexing the spot positions. See the Help menu
for details on writing a pattern file.

Along the top of the program is a menu bar. This lets you control things like displaying
pattern files, zooming the spot, displaying multiple spots, scanning the spot, centroiding the spot,
and calling on the Help files. To exit the program. either double click in the upper left comer or
choose the File - Exit menu.
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Figure 5.1-4. Photograiph of Electronics Box (DDS Side)



5.3 Breadboard Performance Summary

The primary objectives of the breadboard demonstration were to correlate theoretical
predictions of Bragg cell performance (such as efficiency, switching speed, multi-beam generation,
and beam zooming) with experimental data and to gather other data concerning system-level
operations such as overall steering range, beam divergence, and throughput efficiency. All of the
objectives of the breadboard were met, and with the one exception of throughput efficiency, all of
the technical goals were achieved. The overall throughput efficiency was found to suffer for two
reasons which will be explained in greater detail later: poor laser diode spectral quality and several
uncoated (or wrongly coated) optical lens elements. The itemized compliance of the breadboard
performance versus goals is given in Table 5.3-1.

Table 5.3-1. Itemized Compliance of Breadboard to Goals

SOW Goal Specification Breadboard Result

"• steering range: approx. 1800 x 450 • implemented 3600 x 360 (2 sectors)

"• transmit beam size: 0.36' round • successfully demonstrated

"• zoom factor: minimum lOX (3.60) - successfully demonstrated over 1 IX

"• multiple beam generation: min. 4 • successfully demonstrated (can
"simulate" many more)

"• end-to-end optical efficiency: min. 50% - 13% demonstrated (limited by laser and
>70% losses in "off-the-shelf" optics)

"• steering response time: 30 microsec * successfully demonstrated

The majority of the breadboard performance parameters can be measured by a diagnostic
system that is built into the breadboard itself: a CCD camera array interfaced to the PC control
computer with custom analysis software. This particular combination of hardware and software is
hereafter referred to as the Built-in Test Set, or BTS. Several tests, however, required initial
calibration tests separate from the BTS due to their unique demands. The BTS block diagram is
illustrated in Figure 5.3-1. Note that the BTS is a self-contained analysis system that requires no
additional laboratory equipment.

The optical design wavelength of the demontr:ition breadboard is 830 nm (infrared).
although a 670 nm (red) laser is also incorporated i,,, the breadboard for purposes of visual
(naked eye) demonstration. All test descriptions and results in this Section are assumed to occur at
the 830 nm design wavelength. No minimal specifications were implied for the 670 nm
wavelength; in fact, it was found to be very difficult to optically align both the 670 and 830 rn
lasers to the Bragg cells simultaneously through the same optics. As a result the 670 nm laser does
not have the desired visual impact when the optical system is optimized for the 830 nm laser. In
hindsight a better solution would have been to provide separate input optics for the two lasers so
that they could be optimized individually.
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Figure 5.3-1. Breadboard Built-in Test Set (BTS) Block Diagram
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A test plan was developed for the breadboard and implemented with only some minor
changes. The tests that were described in the test plan and performed on the breadboard are
sumnarized in Table 5.3-2. The following paragraphs explain how the performance measurements
were made and the data that was obtained for each of the SOW performance goals.
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Table 5.3-2. Test Plan Summary

Test ID Test Name Specifications Test Setup Comments

A Steering Range 360' x 36W * Special - Initially measured with "curxed screens".
- BTS - Measured on CCD after initial calibration.

B Beam Divergence 0.36° - Special • Initially measured with beam profiler.
- BTS - Measured on CCD after initial calibration.

C Divergence Zooming 10:1 - Special • l..ially measured with beam profiler.
- BTS - Measured on CCD after initial calibration.

D Multiple Beams qtv. 4 - Special Visually observcd on "cured scrcens".
- BTS * Measured on CCD prior to exit lens.

E Optical Efficiency 50% Special Measured with discrete photodetector

F Response rime 40x 20 microsec Special Measured w/ APD detector & oscil!oscope.

Test A. Steenng Range

This test was performed by measuring the maximum angular steering range of the optical
output at the exit of the wide-angle Nikon output lenses. Specifically, the limits of the horizontal
and vertical steering range were determined by physically locating the steered beam on a curved
screen placed approximately I foot from the output lens, as shown in Figure 5.3-2. A hand-held
IR viewer was used to locate the beam position on the screen, and at the limits of the beam steering
a pencil mark was made on the screen corresponding to the exact beam location. The beam was
then incrementally steered by commands from the PC computer until the beam steering limits are
reached (where clipping of vignetting of the beam occurs to a level no greater than I dBc). The
locator marks on the screen were then used to geometrically determine the angular beam steering
range as discussed below.

Horizontal range. Drop vertical lines to the bottom of the screen (i.e.. to the bench top) from the
maximum horizontal extent locator marks. Draw a line that intersects these points with the vertical
drop point on the bench top that corresponds to the center of the wide angle lens. After doing this
for both left and right steering limits the horizontal steering range can be determined directly from
the angle between these lines.

Vertical range: rhe vertical angular steering range was measured by triangulation between two
maximum extent locator marks lying on a vertical drop line ar.d the distance to the wide angle lens.

The results of this test successfully confirmed that the total breadboard steering range is
3600 horizontal by 360 vertical.
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Figure 5.3-2. Test A - Beam Steering Range
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Test B. Beam Divergence

This test was performed using a newly purchased beam profiler system, the Spiricon
Model #LBA- iO0A. Placed after the wide angle exit lens, the Spiricon makes very accurate beam
profile measurements including beam diameter at both the 1/2 (FWHM) and e-2 (Gaussian) power
points. By taking a measurement at one axial location and then another at a further axial location
the Spiricon can automatically calculate the divergence of the beam. This test confirmed that the
diffraction-limited beam divergence was 6.29 mrad, or 0.360. Therefore, the number of resolvable
beams is 1000 in the horizontal axis (360°/0.360) and 100 in the vertical (360/0.360).

Test C. Divergence Zooming

This test is intended to confirm that the optical beam will effectively enlarge or "zoom" h1 a
factor of at least 10 in both axes, or to increase to about 3.60 from ,htk I X value of 0.36' in both the
horizontal and vertical axes. Note that the amount of actual divergence can be varied continuously
anywhere between a factor of IX to 20X or more by commanding the proper number and spacing
of frequencies into the Bragg cells. The pull-down "Zoom Menu" in the PC control software has
pre-programmed data for generating IX. 3X. 5X, 7X, 9X. and I IX zooms. This test was
performed using the previously mentioned Spiricon beam profiler, and the results are shown in
Table 5.3-3. It is seen that very good agreement was obtained between the desired and actual
measured zoom ratio. It would have been a simple matter to adjust the frequency programming to
the Bragg cells to obtain even better correlation, but it was deemed unnecessary since the primary
intent was merel' to demonstrate a minimum of IOX zooming.



Table 5.3-3. Beam Zooming Test Results

Desired Zoom Ratio Measured Zoom RatioI X I X
3 X 2.66 X
5 X 4.66 X
7 X 6.59 X
9X 9.17X
I I X 10.80 X

Test D. Multiple Beam Generation

The goal of this test is to produce a minimum of four independently steered beams from the
Bragg cells. True multiple beam generation requires that frequencies be simultaneously combined
before insertion into the Bragg cells. Each Bragg cell therefore has been supplied with four input
channels each: I internal DDS channel and 3 front panel ports for externally applied signals. We
have inserted s'gnals into the front panel ports and confirmed the true multiple beam generation.

This test can also be "simulated" using BTS capability. The procedure is very similar to the
previous zoom approach in Test C, except here full-aperture beams are generated in a time-
multiplex td fashion. The PC commands the Bragg cells ýo vary between 4 frequencies that
correspond to the desired steering directions. The frequencies are switched at the fastest switching
speed of the 500 Spot Bragg Cell (40 microsecond aperture). The simulation occurs due to the fact
that the beam is being steered faster than the CCD camera can respond, and therefore 4 statically
stee, ed beams "appea-" to occur. Note that the steering frequencies can be arbitrarily chosen and
that more or less than 4 unique beams may be steered by commanding the proper number of
frequencies into the Bragg cells. In fact, this the same technique that is used to generate special
scans and patterns from the pull-down "File Menu" and "Scan Menu".

The result of this test is that the generation of at least 4 simultaneousiy and independently
steered beams was successfully demonstrated. The divergence angle of each beam is the same as
for a single CW steered beam. Note that ghost beams are also be generated in this process since
any steering frequency in one Bragg cell interacts optically with any steering frequency in the other
Bragg cell. For example. 2 frequencies input to each cell in order to generate N=2 unique beams
also produces 2 ghost beams. !n general, N2 total beams are formed, of which N are primarily
sought and N2-N are ghost beams.

Test E. Optical Efficiency

The purpose of this test is to measure the end-to-end optical efficiency of the overall
demonstration breadboard, defined as the optical power difference between the output of the source
laser diode and the beam that finally exits the wide-angle lens. The optical efficiency of the Bragg
cells is a function of their drive power, so this test was performed after the saturation drive power
(i.e., maximum efficiency) of the Bragg cells had first been determined. The test was performed by
placing a photodetector in the path of the optical beam at various locations between the laser source
and the final wide-angle exit lens.
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The result of this test is that the overall optical ,tficiency of the demonstration breadboard is
about 13% (-9 dB), instead of the goal 50% (-3 dB). Figure 5.3-3 presents the component-by-
component breakdown of the optical power through the system.

Figure 5.3-3. Measured Optical Power through Breadboard
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Compgnent Definition:
1. Laser Diode 6. Mirror 11. Splitter 16. Mirror
2. Collimator 7. Horiz. Bragg cell 12. 80mm Cyi lens 17. Mirror
3. Mirror 8. Wave Plate 13. Mirror 18. 150 mm lens
4. 2 waveplates 9. Vert. Bragg cell 14.40 mm lens 19. 150 mm lens
5. 6X Beam Expander 10. 300mm Cyl. lens 15. 100 mm lens 20. Nikon wide lens

Another way to view the optical power losses is on a component-by -component throughput
percentage, as shown in Figure 5.3-4. It can be seen in Figure 5.3-4 that Eve of the 20 breadboard
components failed to meet at least 90% optical throughput efficiency: #7 Horizontal Bragg Cell, #8
Wave Plate, #9 Vertical Bragg Cell, #13 Mirror, and #20 Wide Angle L-ens. The lack of a proper
830 nm anti-reflection coating is the reason that #8 Wave Plate (which 'iad to be ordered quickly
without time for coating delays) and #20 Wide Angle Lens (which is an off-the-shelf 35mm camera
lens coated for visible only) performed poorly. The reason that the #13 Mirror performed poorly is
due to the fact that unprotected aluminum-coated mirrors do not reflect well at a 450 angle of
incidence at 830 nm wavelength. A gold or silver coated mirror would do a much better job in this
location.
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Figure 5.3-4. Component Throughput PercentageI W
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3. Mirror 8. Wave Plate 13. Mirror 18. 150 mm lens
4. 2 waveplates 9. Vert. Bragg cell 14. 40 mm lens 19. 150 mim lens
5. 6X Beamn Expander 10. 300mnm Cyl. lens 15. 100 mm lens 20. Nikon wide lens

The remaining two components that performed less than cxrectcd are the #7 Hlor~zontal
Bragg Cell and #9 Vertical Bragg Cell. This was somewhat of a surprise given the excellent initial
measurements that were made on the Bragg cells after fabrication. As discussed In Section 4.1 the
Horizontal Bragg- Cell (500 Spot Cell) had a small signal response of 700%/WV. and wvas expected
to approach 95c-( efficiency or more at approximately 300 rnW of drive power. Similarly, the
Vertical Bragg Cell (200 Spot Cell) had a small signal response of 40017(""'. and was expected to
approach 95% efficiency or more at approximately 400 mW" of drive power. This led to an
investicgation of the cause of the performance degradation.

The Impressive smiall-signal response,, repoited in Section 4.1I are noted to have been made
Using a very high qUalitV Spectra-Diode Labs laser diode Model 5400 ( 100 mW. index-guided.
single mode). This raised the question as to the quality of the laser diode that was purchased for
the breadboard. , hich is at Sharp laser diode packaged by D. 0. Industries (DOI). Model I -9280-
SHAC. The specirum of the la~er had been measured at delivery and found to be "adequate". but
was r-emeasured again in light of the efficiency problems. It was found to have degraded
significantly. The results arc given in Figure 5.3-5,.%~here on the left hand side is the Initial
measurcment and on ihe right hand side is the latest mecasurement. It is clear (hat Substantial
detzradation In longituidinal mode structure has Occurred, arid the laser is now running w,%ith a large
number of% wavelengths. The spatial profile 'A~ as also meatStured using- the Spiricon beamn profiler. ats
shoAn in Figure 5ý.3-6. This also confirmed that the laser had a degraded transverse mode
strUCtUre, probabhly directly related to the degraded longitudinal mode structure.
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Figure 5.3-5. Laser Diode Spectral Quality Measurements
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Figure 5.3-6. Laser Diode Spatial Profile Measurement
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Due to a lack of time and funds at the end of the program the laser diode problem could
not be corrected. It is surmised that the poor laser quality directly contributed to the lower than
expected Bragg cell performance since the acoustic/optical phase matching requirements inside the
Bragg cell are rather stringent. In other words, not all of the multiple wavelengths from the laser
can be properly phase-matched simultaneously inside the Bragg cell to produce a high deflection
response. Therefore, some of the light from the DOI breadboard laser is being "wasted" since the
Bragg cell cannot properly deflect it. The small-signal response was also measured using the DOI
laser and found to be about half the response measured previously with the SDL laser.

Test F. Response Time

The purpose of this test was to determine the response time limit for switching of the
optical beam steering direction. Since this is completely determined by the Bragg cell response
time, the results of this test were given in Section 4. 1, Figure 4.1-13 as part of the Bragg cell
checkout testing. The response time was measured by pulsing or time-gating a signal through the
Bragg cell and observing the rise, dwell, and fall time of the resulting deflected optical beam.
This test successfully verified that the 60% response time of the Horizontal (500 Spot) Bragg Cell
was 30 microseconds, and 15 microseconds for the Vertical (200 Spot) Cell. The 100% response
time for the Horizontal and Vertical Cells is 40 and 20 microseconds, respectively.

6.0 Conclusions

As a result of this effort it has been proven that acousto-optic Bragg cells can perform very
useful and unique functions for controlling the transmitted beam in a laser communications system.
Analytical tools were developed to model the performance of Bragg cells for this application, and
other design trades were made which led to the choice of the optimum Bragg cell material (TeO 2),
fabrication geometry, and heat sinking techniques. A breadboard lasercom transmitter was
developed which successfully demonstrated that Bragg cells can be used to steer the transmit beam
over a very wide range (in this case, 3600 x 360) and with very fast speed (< 40 g.tsec). The steered
beam was shown to have a diffraction limited beam divergence (0.36' in this case). Several
complications led to an overall optical efficiency of about 13% for the breadboard, as explained in
Section 5.3, but convincing evidence is provided that the overall optical efficiency of a customized
optical system can be greater th"..i 70%, as explained in Section 4.2.2. Also, it is shown that the
overall package si,+.- for a customized system can be on the order of 128 in 3, including lasers,
Bragg cells, and all oiiical components.

Some unique attributes of Bragg cells were demonstrated by the breadboard. including
multiple simultaneous beam steering (> 4 simultaneous beams) and variable beam divergence (>
10:1 beam spreading). Significantly, all these capabilities are provided by Bragg cells which are
rugged. long-life components that have no moving parts. Bagg cells are, therefore, very attractive
components from a systems application point-of-view.

A custom electronics box including frequency generators was developed for the breadboard
t;wing direct digital synthesis (DDS) to provide ultra-stable and fast frequency switching for the
Bragg cells. These electronics can be significantly miniaturized for flight applications.

In summary, acousto-optic beam steering technology has been proven as a viable approach
for lasercom beam steering at the breadboard level. The next step for development is to produce
brassboard-level hardware which implements miniaturized packaging techniques and to obtain
performance data under simulated or real environmental loading conditions.
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Appendix A. Breadboard Control PC Source Code

The following pages present the listing of the source code that exists on the breadboard PC
computer for all of the control and diagnostic functions. The code is written in Visual Basic9,
which is a registered trademark of the Microsoft Corp. The code has been extensively commented;
however, it is suggested that any desired changes not be made before contacting the author first to
avoid potential complications: Lee Burberry, Harris Corp. HISD, M/S 13-7747, P. 0. Box 98000,
Melbourne, FL, 32902, phone (407)727-5317.
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Sub BOADIN,-'T ()
'SETUP D:GITAL 1/O 3OARD FOR 24 BITS ALL OUTPUT
For : - 0 To 2

status - DIGPr. Config%(ByVal 1, ByVal 1, ByVal 0, ByVal 1)
Next I
'set all b:.ts ports 0,and I to zero
portout(0) - 0
portout(l) - 0
portout(2) - (2 * 4 + 8 + 16)
'2 - HARDWARE ON 4-RESET 8-Ml 16-W2 INITIALIZED TO SET
For I - 0 To 2 'send out initial states
status - DIG Out_ Port%(ByVal 1, ByVal I, -jVal portout(I))
INext :
X~reqCu: - Val(forml!Toxt2.Text) 'read initial state from screen text
YFreqOut - Val(forml!Text4.Text) 'read initial state from screen text
Call F:eqout @initialize Y and Y freqcuencies

End Sub

Sub CENTROIDING () 'routine to find weighted average of spot location

Dim DeqreeX, Degreet As Single 'local X and T holders
Dim Pix As Single 'Pixel Grey Level
Dim 1, J As Integer 'local counters
Dim SumX, SumY, SumM As Double 'Sum holders
Dim XLower, ZUpper, YLower, YUpper As Integer 'box size holders
Dim yuz, Muin, YDelta As Integer 'Vertical. scale holders
Dim XMalf As Integer 'which half
Static Region As AVrect 'define a region variable for partial fram capture

Const XOff - 10 'extent of centroid area in X
Const YOff - 30 'extent of centroin area In Y
Concr. XMax - 210 'Global size of x area for scaling
Co:&st XOin - -30 'Global size of x area for scaling
Const PiuThreshold - .1 'if grey level below this, don't count it

If CentroiiOn - True Then 'only do it when button pushed
forml'PictureZ.Visible - True 'Picture2 hold data for centroiding
forml AvControll.Visible - False 'hide real time vidio
forml!avoverlay.Visible - False 'hide overliby window
forml.TimerS.Fnabled - False 'turn off timr so no reentry

OldMouse - Screen.MousePointer'save old mouse pointer shape
Scr*een.MousePointe*r - 11 'set to hourglass while centroiding
SuMX - 0 'initialize Sum X
Sumy - 0 'initialize Sum Y
SUaMN - 0 'initialize Weighted Sum

D@olta - -47
'where to cantroid around in degree space
DegroeX - Val(forml.Textl)'get position from screen text
If DegroeeX >- 180 Then 'Which half7

Ymin - *160 + YDelta
ymax - 21C + YLelta
DegreeX- DoegreeX - 180 'X mod 160
XHalf - 180 'reme-ber to add 180 to output

Else
Ymin - -160
ymax - 210
XHalf * 0

End If
'Forml1'PctureZ.Sca'e (-30, 25)-(220, -25)'scale the data
forml'avoverlay.Sca'e (M1in, ymax)-(XMax, Ymin)'scale the data
DegreeY - Vsl(forml.Text3) 'get position from screen text
'set 1L'.lts
YLower - •eoreeY - YOff
If YLower < Yndn Then YLowe: - Ymin
rJppe.- - :egreeY + YOff
If YUpFer > ymax Then YUpper - ymax
XLower - CegreeX - XOff
If XLove: < XM1in Then XLower - Min
xupper - DegreeX + XOft
If xupper > XMax Then xuppe: - X4ax
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-draw box around spot
forml'a''overlay..Line (DegreeX - XOff, DeqreeY - YOff)-(DegreeX + XOff, DegrecY + YOMf), white

'grab video to picture box to get access to pizel data
aS - Qd:\tenmp.bmp* 'file to hold bitmap on ranmrive
'define t•.e region of the video field to grab
Region.Lft - 50
Region.Top- 130
Region.A gght - 530
Region.Sottom - 270
'LResult - AVgrabtofile (AvCont roll .AvVideoHandle, aS, rile_windows6gray, Region)'save REGION

or video to Ran4isk
Liesult - AVgrabtofile(AvControll.AvVideoHandle, aS, rile_windows8gray, ByVal 0&) 'save ALL vj

deo to Ramdisk
forml Pict.-re2 Picture - LoacdPicture(a$) 'get video from disk so can be accessed
forml!?-ct-are2.SCale (M4in, ymax)-(MO.ax, Ymin) 'scale the data after Screen size dya.rmica2.y a

djurted
'centrc.d by waited average
For I - ¥Lower To YTUpper

For J - XLower To xupper
'get pixel value (b/v camera)
Pix - (forml'Picture2.Point(J, I) And 255) / 255'keep numbers small so no overflow
If Pi. < PixThreshold Then Pix - 0
SuaX - SunaX + Piz * J 'set up sum of POSITION wieghts
SUmY - SwmY + Piz * I 'set up sum of POSITION wieghts
SumN - SumN + Piz 'set up sum of PIXEL vieghts

Next J
Next I
If SuaN > 0 Then 'If Sum of all the pixels is nonzero then
XCentroid - SumX / Sumg + XUalf *calculate the X centroid
YCentroid - SumY / SuMN 'calculate the Y centroid

Else 'If all zero then centroid is zero
XCentroid - 0
YCentroid - 0

End If
If Calibrated Then 'use calibration table to calculate location
find calibration box upper left coordinates and frequencies

uxd - Val(forml.Textl) / 30 ' demand x-frequency in array coordinate space
uyd - (18 - Val(forml.TexO3)) / 3 ' demand y-frequency in array coordinate space

nx - Int(uxd) ' box left array coord
If nx - 12 Then nx - 11
ny - 'nt(uyd) ' box top array coord
If ny - 12 Then ny - 11

dx00 - nx 30 ' demand box left frequency
dy0O - 18 - ny * 3 ' demand box top frequency

find box corner frequencies
zOO - XControids(nx, ny)
xlO - XCentroids(nx + 1, ny)
xOl - XControids(nx, ny + 1)
xll - XControids(nx + 1, ny + 1)
yOO - YCentroids(nx, ny)
y10 - YControids(nx + 1, ny)
yOl - YCentroids(nx, ny * 1)
yll - YCentroids(nx + 1, ny + 1)

est4mate 'Shculd-Have-Been* !requencies xfr, yf:
&I - x:O - xO0
&2 - y:O - yOO
bl - xOl - xO0
b2 - y01 - yOO
dt.nn - al * b2 - a2 * bl 'matrix determinant
cl - x;2 - x00 - x0 - x01
c2 - y'l o yOO - y10 yO0
d! - XCentroid - xO0
d2 - YCentro-d - yOO
xxx - 0
YVy€ - 0

'use s%:cessive apr~ximation to find locaticn
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For 1 To 5
1 1 - cI xxx 0yyy

e2 -d2 - c2 0 xxx a yyy
xxx -(b2 4 el - b1 41@2) /dtrlu
yyy -(al * e2 - a2 elc) /dtrm

N4ext I
'These A:* the calibraited values
XCentroid - d~x00 + 30 xjxx
YCentroid - dyOO - 3 *yyy

End If
'Picture 2 is visible, shQw area of centroiding
forml 'Picture2. Line (DegreeX - Xoff, DegreeY - YOff)-(DegreeX +XOff, DegreeY YOff), wa.k-tis

' Display Cetroid results as text on the screen
forml. Labe.6. Caption - Format$S(XCentroid, "0.001)
fo rml.Labe 18. Capý. ion - FormatSmCetntroid, 40.00*)
forrnIFtefresh 'upda:* display
forrn11.qefresh 'update display
forrnl.Tizm.-5.Enabled - True 'turn on again for next centroid
Screen. MousePOinter - Oldilouse 'set back to before state
.erase box with another Xor draw
forml lavovor-.ay. Lino (DegreeX - XOff, Degree? - YOff)-(DeqreeX *XOff, Degree?* YOff), white

Else 'centroider is off
forml. Label 6. Caption m Off* 'status output if centrold off
forml.LabelS.Caption - mOWf

End If
End Sub

Sub TIMER6 ?±jer
End Sub

Sub TVFP.AMESEi'P C)'set Up forml control sizes
h- forml.iHeight 'get the vertical size of the form

w forml.Width 'got the horizontal size of the form
'sCale all displays to those sizes

fo rml.Hide 'turn of f the form while resizing
'Setup the video fram~e grabber
forml!AvControll.Top -h *.25
form~l'AvControll.ieft w .02
forml!AvControll.Height -h *.63
forml!AvCont roll. Width -(3 I2) * torml! AvCort roll. Height
'setup the video frame grabber overlay window
fcrml!avoverlay.Top -h *.25
forml!avoverlay. Left v .02
forml!avoverlay.Neight -h *.65
forml! avoverlay. Width -(3 I2) * forMl!AvControll.Height
'set up a picture box to hold the data for centroiding
forml!Pictur*2.Top h .25
forml!Picture2. Left -v *.1
forml!Picture2. Height -h *.65
forrnl!Pictur*2. Width *(3 /2) f forml!AvControll.Height
'put a yellow bar in the middle of the video window to Show split halves
forml!Sepbar.Height - forinl!AvCont roll. Height * .005
fornl!SepbAr.Top -for-tl!AvControll.Top + (forrl!AvControll. Height /2) -(:orm1! Septa r. H*!.;'t
/ 2)
forml Sepbar. Left -forrnl!AvControll.Left

fornl Sepbar. Width -forrnl AvCont roll. Width
'set up point display windows
forml!Picturel.Top -h *.05
forml !Picturel.L~eft -w .1
fornl !Picturel. Width *w .65
forml 'Picturel. Height -h *.1

'set up hcrizor'tal scroll bar
for.-nlHScrolll.Top h .17
forml!HScrolll.LIeft -w .1
forml'HScroil:1.Wdth -w .65
forml!HScrol!!.Heiqht -h '.01

'set up veritcal scro-*l Dar
foni'l2VScrolll.ToP - h* .0!
forml!VScro~l1l.,eft -w .77
fornml!VScro11ll.Width -h *.025
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foCMl!VScrolll.Heiqht - n * .1
'set up X degree text display
forml!Text:.?%p -h * .2
fOraTezxtl.Le .t w * .3
forml!Labe-l.Top h f * .2
forml!Label'.Left - w .38
'set up X Frequency text display
formW!Text2.Top - h * .2
forml:Text2.Left - v * .5
forml!LabelZ.Top - h * .2
forml!Label2.Left w w * .58
'Set up Y degree text display
forml!Text3.Top h f * .06
forml!Text3.Lft - vw .8
forml1Labe13.Top - h " .07
torml!Labe13.Left - v * .88
'sot up Y Frequency text display
forml!Text4.Top - n * .12
formllText4.14ft w v * .8
for-&l!La1•e4.Zop - h • .13
formVlLabe14.Left o v * .88
'set up centroid Label
foral!centroidlabol.Top - h * .45
forml! centroidlabel. Left - v * .78
'set up X centroid text output
for-l!Label6.Top - h * .63
forml!Label6.Left - v * .78
forml.label7.Top - h * .63
form.lVlabel7.Left o v * .85
'set up Y centroid text output
forml'abelS.Top - h * .53
forml!LabelS.Left - v * .78
forml!LabeI9.Top - b * .53
torml:LabeI9.Left - v * .85
'turn the form back on
foril. Show
'put an initial spot on the screen
SPOTDRANW
End Sub

Sub ABOUT Click ()
AboutBox.lhov 'if requested tell about program origan
End Sub

Sub CALIBRA.E Click ()
'Routine to Calibrate the Centroider
Dim I, J As Integer'Local counters
Dim X, Y As Single 'local Degree inputs

Title - *Calibration of Centroidear 'Message Box Title
Mag - 'This Will Take a While. 9 'set up message
Nag - Hag & * Do you want to continue?' 'more •essage
DgDef - MBOKCANCEL + MB ICONQuestion ' Describe dialog buttons
Response - MsgBox(Hag, DbDet, Title) I Get user response.
If Response - ZDOX Then ' Evaluate response

Screen.4ouseointe- - 11 'set to Hourglass
CentroedCn - True 'set the global variable
For J * 0 7o 12 'step through Y
Y - (J 6) * -3 'Get Y from J (1 to -18 stop -3)
For I - 0 To 12 'step through X

X - 1 1 30 'Get X from r (0 to 360 step 30)
HSc:o1l1.Value - X * 10o 'set scroll bars, causes
VScrolil.Value - (VMax / 20# - Y) * 10# *spot to be output
Cal2 CLFTROIDING 'Find Spot centroid
forml.Ti.,er5.En-abled - False'turn timer off(cetroid turned it on)
XCentroid-s(1, J) - XCentroid 'save the position
YCentrolds(I, J) - YCentroid 'save the position

Next I
Next J
CentroidOn - False 'set the global variable
SXr,.usre;o/• - 1 'set tco Arrow
Calibrated - True 'set global variable
forml.cen:roidlabel - "Calibrated Centroid Position"
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TimerS. Eab-led - Faise'turn timer off
forml1'Picture2.Visbloe - False 'turn off pictu:e2 when done
!or-!Avot. 1roll.Visible -True'show real time vldio
f-rml'avove:lay.Visible - True'allow overwriting on window
forml.'.ab.eS.Caption - * Off" 'status output if centroid off
forml.Label$.Caption - * Off*

End If
End Sub

Sub CENTOFF Ci'ck () 'Turn centroindong Off
CentroidOn Z False 'set global variable
TiimrS.Enabled - Falselturn timer off
forml!Picture2.Visible - False 'turn off picture2 when done
forml1AvControil.V1s3.ble - True'show real time vidio
formlIavover'ay. Visible - True'allow overwriting on window
forml.Label6.Caption * Off* 'statis output if centroid off
forml. -abeeS.Caption - * Off"
End Sub

Sub CENTCN Clack () 'Turn centroiding On
CentroidOn T rue 'set the global variable
TiamerS.Enabled - True'turn timer on
End Sub

Sub CONTENTS Click ()
Dumy - ShelI(ec:\windows\vinhelp.exe lasercom.hlpw)'3tart windows help on help
End Sub

Sub DIAGONAL Click () 'draw a diagonal line of light
Vin IncremenEX As Single 'x step size
Dim mncrmntY As Single 'y step size
Dim FreqX As Single 'local x frequency holder
Dim FreqY As Single 'local y frequency holder
Dim J As Integer 'local counter
Call TUJSZOONOFF 'turn off the zoom if on
'leave enable line or to watch the drawing be created
Call RST 'TOGGLE RESET LINES to clear Fifo
IncrenwntX - (MaxX'req MinXFreq) / 249 '250 z steps
InczenmncY - (MazTlFreq - MinYlFreq) / 249 '250 Y steps
FreqY - Kin1lFreq 'set to initial step
For FreqX - MinXFreq To Max.)Greq Step IncrementX 'step through frequencies

For J - 0 To I 'eight occurrences in the fifo for each freq (8"2S0-2000)
Call DOSENDING(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for y freq

Next J
Call DRAWNULTI(FreqX, FreqY) 'draw each spot on thi screen without erasing old spots
FreqY - rreqY + IncrementY 'increment Y frequenciea .4tch X

Next FreqX
IncremontY - (MaxYFreq - MinY2rreq) / 249 'another 2000 fifo location
FreqY - KinY2Freq 'reset Y for second half
For rreqX - MinXG'req To maxXr.-eq Step IncrementX
For J - 0 To 7 'eight occurrences in the fifo for each freq
Call DOSENDZNG(FreqX, rreqY) 'mid value for y freq

Next J
Call DRAWMULTI(FrrqX, FreqY) 'draw each spot on the screen without erasing old spots
FreqY - FreqY + Inc:ementY 'increment Y frequencies with X

Next FreqX
End Sub

Sub DONE Click () 'Ready to terminate program run
Call TURNZCCMOFF 'turn off zoom and centroider if on
forml! Time:5.Er,nabled - False 'turn off centroider timer
Call ONCFF (False)
End

End Sub

Sub £IGHTBEAM Cl:ck () 'display one spot in each corner of the two halves
D'im FreqX As •Kngle 'local frequency holder
Dim FreqY As Single 'local frequency holder
Call TR.:RNICCMCFF 'turn off the zoom if on
Call ENAB£-EO) 'TURN OFF READ
Call PST 'TOc-G•E RFSRPT LINES

FreqX - MinXT.eq 'set frequencies to Left half, lower left
F:eqY - .4inY1Freq
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'1

For J - 0 To ;99 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call cSV'JD:NG(FreqX. FreqY) 'mid value for X 6 Y freq

Next .3
Call DRAM.ULT::(FreqX, FreqY) 'draw the spot

'2
FreqY - MaxY-F.eq 'Left half, Upper left
For J - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call DOSE.%rDLNG(FreqX, FreqY) 'mI value for X & Y freq

Next .j
Call DRAWMULT: (FreqX, FreqY) 'draw the spot
.3
FreqX - NinXFreq
FreqY - MAnY2F:eq 'Right Half Lower Left
For J - 0 -o :99 '200 occurrences in the f.fo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call :CStSDNG(FreqX, FreqY) 'mnid value for X 4 Y freq

Next j.
Call DRAWn.LT:(FreqX, FreqY) 'draw the spot

.4
FreqY - MaxY2rreq 'Right Half Upper Left
For J - 0 To 199 '2C0 occurrences in the fifo for each !req(2 fill times)
Call OSLND1ING(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for X & Y freq

Next J
Call DRAWMtLTI (FreqX, FreqY) 'draw the spot

'5
FreqX - Max)Creq 'Lett half, lower right
FreqY - KinYrlreq

For J - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
C.ll DOSENDING(FreqX, rreqY) 'imid value for X A Y freoq
Next J
Call DRAWMULTI(FreqX, FroqY) 'draw the spot

'6
FreqY - MaxYlFreq 'left half, Upper Right
For J - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill tLies)
Call DOSENDING(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for X & T freq

Next J
Call DRAWULTI(FreqX, FreqY) 'draw tnh spot

'7
FreqX - MazxF req
FreqY - MinY2Freq 'Right half, Lower Right
For J - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call DOCSENDING(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for X I Y freq

Next J
Call DRAWMULTI(FreqX, FreqY) 'draw the spot

'8
FreqY - MazY2Freq 'Right Half, Upper Right
For J - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call DOSENDING(FreqX, rreqY) 'mid value for X & Y freq

Next J
Call DRAWMULTI (FreqX, FreqY) 'draw the spot

Call ENAZLE(l) 'TURN READ LINE BACK ON
End Sub

Sub ELEVENX Click () 'zoom spot 11 X
threex.Chec-ed - False
fiveX.Checked - False
sevenX.Checked - False
nineX.Checked - False
elevenX.Checked - True 'check the correct menu item
ZOOMOFF.Checked - False
IsZoomed - SMA:.SPOT * I1 'set spot to 11 X size
SPOTDRAW 'draw the spot
Freqout 'send out the spct
End Sub

Sub FIVEX Click () 'zoom the spot to 5 X
threex.Checked - False
fiveX.Checked - True 'check the correct menu Item
sevenX.Checked - False
nineX.Checked - False
elevenX.Checked - False
ZC.MOFF.Clhecked - Falsr
IsZoomed - SMALLSPOT - S 'set the spot size
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SPOTDRAW 'draw the spot
rreqout 'send out the spot
End Sub

Sub FOPL'J Click () 'choose to open a picture file
Load filebox 'get the dialog box
filebox.Show 'show the dialog box
End Sub

Sub FORM GotFocus () 'whenever the Form is on top
SPOTDRAW 'redraw the spot
End Sub

Sub Form Load () 'When the program starts this form is loaded first
APP.HelpFZe - flasorcom.hlpO'define the help file for the Fl key
farml.Nide 'hide the main form until it is resized
Safety.Show 1 'warn about laser 1 for modal
Call CNOFF(Trje) 'TURN I(APZWAPS BOX ON
!sZoomed - SMALLSPOT 'initialize the spot size
OldIsZoomed - IsZoomed 'Remember it for latter
CentroidCn - False 'centroid off to start
Calibrated - False 'Not calibrated yet
MaxCounter 1 10 'number of warmup Intervals for timers
OnCounter - 0 'initially all off for timers
forml!Text2 - Format$(Mid6X]req, 00#0.0000) 'set start Freq
formi!Text4 - Format$(MidY2, *##0.000*)'set start rreq
Call TVFRAMESETUP 'Set up Form 1
formi.Refresh 'force display to update
Call BOARDINIT 'Initialize the hardware
Timerl.Enabled - True'in one second turn on spot

End Sub

Sub FORM )MouseMove (Mutton As Integer, Shift As Integer, X As Single, T As Single)
Screen.HOusePOinter - I 'When mouse is on Form, let it be an ARROW POINTER
End Sub

Sub Form Paint () 'when the form need refreshing
If Not Funcy Then

SPOTDRMW 'draw a single spot if not in multispot mode
Freqout 'SEND SPOT OUT

End If
End Sub

Sub FORM Resize () 'If form size changes
If forml.Width > 600 Then TVFRAMESETUP 'dynamically scale all the screen elements if not an Ic:
n
End Sub

Sub FORM Unload (Cancel As Integer) 'When program is terminating
Cancil - True 'Yes this is the end of the program
forml!Timer5.Enabled - False 'turn off centroider
Call CNOFF(False)
End

End Sub

Sub F:;UR3--AM Click () 'four simulatanious beams
Dim FreqX As Single 'local frequency holder
D21 FreqY As Single 'local frequency holder
Call TURNZOCMCFF 'turn off the :oom if on
Call £NABLE(O) 'TURN OFF READ
Call RST 'TOGGLE RESET LINES

FreqX - (MaxXF:eq - 41nXFreq) / 3 + MinXFreq 'left half, 1/3
FreqY - MIdYl 'middle Y
For J - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call DOSEND:NG(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for X & Y freq

Next J
Call DRAmJLT:(FreqX, F:eqY) ':raw spot on screen without erasing others
FregY - MidY2 'Right half middle
Fo. 3 - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call DCS£NDING(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for X 6 Y freq

Next J
C.1I DRAWHULTI(FreqX, FreqY) 'Draw spot on screen without erasing others
FreqX - (MaxXFreq - M-nXF:eq) * 2 / 3 + MinXFreq 'left half, 2/3
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-reqY 20M-cYn 'middle Y
For J - 0 TO 199 1200 Occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 till times)
Call :COSL:D:NG(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for X & Y freq

Next J
Call DRAWMULTI(FroqX, FreqY) 'Draw spot on screen without erasing others
rreqY - M-dY2 'right half middle
For J - 0 To !99 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call DOSL'IDING(FreqX, FreqY) 'lmid value for X A Y freq

Next J
Call DRAW ULTr(FreqX, FreqY) 'Draw spot on screen without erasing others

Call ENABLE(1) 'TURN READ LINE BACK CN
End Sub

Sub HORIZONTAL Click () 'draw horizontal Line
Dim increment Xs Single IX frequency step
Dim r*eq As Single 'local X frequency holder
Call TJT.RZCCMOFF 'turn off the zoom if on
'leave enable line on to watch the drawing be created
Call RST 'TOGGLE RESET LINES
increment - (MaxXFreq - MinXFreq) / 249 '250 steps across each half
For Freq - NMnXFreq To MaxXFreq Step increment 'do steps for left half

For J - 0 To 7 'eight occurrences in the fifo for each freq
Call DOSENDrNG(Freq, MidYl) 'mid value for y freq

Next J
Call DRAWMULTI(Freq, MidYl) 'draw the spots on the screen without erasing old ones

Next Freq
For Freq - KinXareq To MaxX~roq Step increment 'do steps for right half

For J - 0 To 7 'eight occurrences in the fifo for each freq
Call DOSLEDING(Freq, MidY2) 'm~id value for y treq

Next J
Call DRAWMOLTI (Freq, MidY2) 'draw the spots on the screen without erasing old ones

Next Freq
End Sub

Sub HSCROLLI Chanqe 0) 'when bar or buton is clicked
D£GX - HScroTll.Value / lot 'get X text and convert to degrees
DEGY - -(VScrolll.Value / 109 - VWax / 20f) 'get Y text and convert to degrees
Call DEGtoFREQ(DEGX, DEGY) 'convert degrees to frequencies
Textl.Text - rorLat$(DEGX, eft0.0-) 'redisplay degree X text
Text2.Text - Format$S( reqOut, lt#0.000*) 'display now X frequency as text
Text4.Text - FormatSu1",reqOut, 0#00.0000) 'display now Y frequency as text
SPOTDRAW 'draw the new spot
End Sub

Sub HSCROLL1 Scroll 0) 'The bar button is being dragged
DEGX - HScroTll.Value / 10 'get X text and convert to degrees
DEGY - -(VScrolll.Value / 10t - V)Mx / 20f) 'get Y text and convert to degrees
Call DEGtoFREQ(DEGX, DEGY) 'convert degrees to frequencies
Textl.Tezt - rormat$(DEGX, *000.00) 'redisplay degree X text
Text2.Text - FormatS(XFreqOut, 1U0.0008) 'display new X frequency as text
Text4.Te•t - FormatS(YFreqOut, 0#10.000') 'display new Y frequency as text
SPOTDRAW 'draw the new Spot
End Sub

Sub NINEX Click () 'Set zoom to 9 X
threex.Checked - False
fiveX.Checked - False
sevenX.Checked - False
nineX.Checked - True 'check only the correc. menu ::em
elevenX.Checked - False
ZOCmCFF.Checked - False
!sZoomed - SALLSPOT * 9 'se3 spot Size to 9 X
SPOTDRAW 'draw the spot
Freqout 'send the spot Out
End Sub

Sub NCBEAMS Click (1
Call TURNZOCNFF 'turn off zoom if on
RST 'reset F:FO turns all beams off
for !'Picl',rel.c!s 'and clear the display -indcw
'redraw ver:ical separator line on screen
for...l'Picturel. Line (.5 0 forml!PicturCl.Sca.eW1dth, 0)-(.5 * forml!Picturel.ScaleWidth, form-!:
Picturel1.ScaleHeight), Black
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Su _s~v:~e~cd. (ButtCn As Integer, Shift As rInteger. X AS Single, '! As S;..;Ie)
PMC:SiL _e. 'Set the global variable to MOUSE IS DOWN

A~co___.*&__ - / f~onl'Picturel Width) * h~ax 'Set the Scroll bar to match tne mouse ;os

V~c:l~.7>~a- 0!Y. for-ml'Picturel.He_,ghC) *VMax 'a Chang* in the 3=011lýorS Wi-*. update :'te
text ::

End Sur

Sut :a: M *sMv (Butzon As Integer, Shift As *ntegeZ, X As Single, Y A.3 S~rtgbo)
Screen c~e~~e 'wnl.le mouse is moving in the pict.re window, set i to czossrlair shta:.
:f P54CUS7 7 :.;e Then 'if the mouse button is pressed...

f:rm. E nabled - False 'turn off timer wtl'.e movinq
X. . f:. hcue.~dn rmax 'get the -ncuse X Coc:_

v. f ' - P-- .~4e~ght) *Max 'get the _mot.e Y :ZOo;.
n < : .f; tne va.uje t- wi.thinf the ?P.-tre. 3;.ze

Else If v > 'Maz Then V -%4&
End &If
HScroilllJ7a:je, - h 'set the scroilbar3 to refloxt tha mouse position
VScroIlV&!ue - v 'a Change in the 3croilbar3 will update the text output

End If 'is mouse button pressed
If Contro~dCn Then forml.I'imerS.Enabled - True 'turn it on again
End Sub)

Stab PICIVRE: Movsetip (Button As Integer, Shift As Integer, X As Single, Y As Single)
PMC.USE - Fat3e 'set the Global variable to reflect that the -mouse button is no longer P:es..,d
End S;;z

Sub SEVEXX Click () ".*von X men- option chosen
:hreex.Checked - False
tiveX.Checked - raise
sovenX.Checked - ?rue 'make sure only seven X menu item Is c..ecked
nineX.Chocked - False
olovenX.Cteuked - False
ZOCA4CFr.Checked - False
Islocmed - SKA:.LSPCT * 7 'set Spot siZe to 7 X
SPOTDRAW 'dra. the spot
Freqout 'seno. out the spot
End Sub

Sub TEX?2 C!hAnge U) 'when the X screen text is changed, output the new spot
Call Fregout 'SEND FREQUENCY DATA TO FIFO *1
End Sub

Sub -EX74 Chanqe U 'when the Y 9::reen text is changed, output the new spot
carl rreý;o6-' SZEND rk:QUENCY CATA TO FIFO *2
End Sub

S-ib PXZc U 't.hree X menuj optiorn chosen.
~hee.heedT:.;* '.-rke s-:c o:.v Three X Te- item is checked

seveX ' 'c'Led -Falso

7.eX -:eCck#J ia.3e
X. en %cted -False

Z-) -FF -ne:lc*C !''S
rw' SA .SOT * j'st Spot 31Ze to 3 X

S;',7 R~AW 'draw te sPo~t
7 e; ;u, 'send out the spot

- ; :hEla'~~ia:P output
:a.. T . ' se:,d o,-spot af'er program starts

Z-itell Fsse'aftr C.o.ng it !rflr self c..
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Ca ' CENTRC:::NG 'used to periodi.cally do centro-ding
End Sub

SL') TWC8£AM C':ck (U 'Menu Item :or two cut beatis chosen
Dim FreqX As Single 'local Frequency holder
Dim FreqY As Single 'local Frequec.;y holder
Call TMIRZ:OMOFF 'turn off zoom if on
Call CYJASLE(0) 'TURN OUF rEAD
Call RST 'TOGGLE RESET LINES
F:eqX - MidXFreq 'set mid left half
rreqY - XidYl 'set mid Y
For J - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 fill times)
Call DOSENDING(F-eqX, rreqY) 'mid value for X 6 Y freq

Next J
Call DRA)O4ULTI(FreqX, FreqY) 'draw each spot without creasing old ones
Freqf - MidY2 'set nLid right
For J - 0 To 199 '200 occurrences in the fifo for each freq(2 .2. t;.mes)
Call DOSEND!IJG(FreqX, Freqf) 'mid value for X A Y freq

Next J
Call DRAWMULTI(FreqX, FreqY) 'draw each spot without creasing old ones
Call ENABLE (1) 1T'-RN READ LINE BACK ON

End Sub

Sub USIAG Click C)
Dussy - S~ell(*c:\windows\winhelp.ex* WinHelp.hlp*)'start windows help on help
End Sub

Sub VERTICAL Click (G 'Driw a vertical line in each half, was chosen from the menu
Dim incremont As Single 's1ep size holder
Dim FreqY As Single 'local Frequency holder
Dim FreqX As Single 'local Frequency holder
Call TURNZOOHOrF 'turn off zoom if on
'leave enable line on to watch the drawing be created
Call R.ST 'TOGGLE RESET LINES
FreqX - kildXGreq 'middle Of X
increment - (MaxYlFreq - MinYlFreq) / 249 '250 steps
rreqY - Minyirreq 'start at left bottom
while rzeqY < MaxYlFroq 'doit

For J - 0 To 7 'eight occurrences in the fifo for each freq
Call DOSCNDING(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for y freq

Next J
Call D0A1O4ULTI(FreqX, FreqY) 'draw each spot without ereasing old ones

FreqY - Freql * incremert 'next step up
Wend
increment - (KaxY2Freq - MinY2Treq) / 249 'reset for right half
'reqY - MinY22Freq 'skip unused verticle bandwidth

While FreqY < MaxY2Freq 'doit
For J - 0 To I 'eight occurrences in the fifo for each freq

Call DOSC•IENG(FreqX, FreqY) 'mid value for y freq
Next J

Call DRA'ULTI(CreqX, freqY) 'draw each spot without ereasing old ones
FreqY - FreqY * increment 'next step up
Wend
End Sub

Sub VSCROLL1 C!ang. 0 'The bar of arrows are being clicked on
D£GX - NScrcT'I.Value / 100 'co..vert the screen text to X degirees
DEGY - -(VScrolll.value / 10# - VMax / 20f) 'convert the screen text to Y degrees
Cal: DEGtoFfEQ(DEGX, DCGY) 'convert the degrees to frequencies
Text2.Text - Fornat$(XlreqOut, "fO-.O00") 'display the new X Frequency
Toxt3.Text - Fcrmat$(DEGY, *##0.0") 'display the new I Degrees
?ext4.text - FornatS(cFrrecOut, "1G0.000*) 'display the new Y Frequency
SPOTDRAW 'draw the new spot
End Sub

Sob VSCROLL1 Scroll (I 'the button on the bar is being dragged
DEGX - HScroTl.Value / 1O0 'convert the screen text tO X degrees
DEGY - -(VScrolll.Va-je 1 10i - VMax / 20.) 'convert the screen text to Y degrees
Call D£GtofREQ(DEGX, DEGY) 'convert the degrees to frequoencies
Text2.Text - Fornat5iXreqOut, "##0.000") 'display the naw X Frequency
VextO.Tesxt - formatS(DEGY, "000.0") 'display the new Y Dogreeu
Text4.Tcxt - FormatS(YTreqOut, "110.000") 'display the new f iquency
SPOTDRAW 'draw the new spot
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End Sub

Sub ZOOMCF" Click () 'zoom off menu Item chosen
Call TURNZOHMOFF turn off the zoom if on
SPOTDRAN draw the spot
Frlqout 'send out the spot
9nd Sub
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Sub OK Click ()
lafety--Hid 'continue vith program
End Sub

Sub cancelclick (1
End 'and the program before it starts
End Sub

Sub ror- Paint v
OKu=ton.se•rtFocus 'nqghlight button as default
End Sub

Sub OKbutton Cl.ick ()
safecy.Hide 1

rvt.en OK continue with program
Itnd Sub
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Sub DIR: Ctange () 'if the selected directory changes, rf.*ect the change
Fil*e.Path - Dirl.Path

End Sub

Stb DR:'VEl_•hanqg () 'it the selected directory changes, rflect the change
On rr:or GoTo DrivelError 'make sure no error on reading drive
Dirl.Pa:zh - DRIVEl.Drive 'if no error, get data

Exit Sub
DrivelEr-or: 'handle error

Beep
If err - 68 Or Er: - 71 Then 'print error Message

."4gS - *Error V + StrS(£rr) + 0 No Floppy in the Drive!*
MsgBox MsgS, 48

Else
.•;S - "Error V * St:S(Err) 'pr:.nt generic error message

E.nd :f
Resume 'go back to program

End Sub

Sub ExitDeom Click ()
rilebox.Hide 'if filebox canceled, get rid ot window
Ind Sub

Sub IL1Ei DblClick () 'allow double clicking the name to load the file
Call LCOADTFIU Click 'If double clicked then load file
End Sub

Sub LOADFILt Click ()
* Routine do get a data tile and use it to display a line pattern
Dim Filename As String 'The file containing the data
Dim Commnd As String 'The first item command on each data line
Dim rirstlarm As Single 'The second item on each data line (if needed)
Dim SecondParm As Single'The third item on each data line (if needed)
D im ThirdParm As Intger 'Trio forth Item on each data line (if needed)
Dim I A/s Integer 'local counter
Dim J A.s Integer 'local counter
Dim NTIJXS Aa Integer 'The numbe r of tifo locations for each point
Dim OldDX As Single 'terporary parameter holder
Dim OldDY As Single 'tezporary parameter holder
Dim DegX As Single 'Spot position holder
Dim DegY As Single 'Spot position holder
Dim StepX As Single 'increment of next spot position
Dim StepY As Sirgle 'increment of next spot position
Filebox.Xide 'got ride of the File Open Dialog Box
forml.Rezresh 'Repaint the display

If rilel <> C) Then 'a namw vas chosen
'make the tile name with full path specified
It RightS(Dirl, 1) - 0\9 Then 'root filenames end in slash

rilenams - Dirl + lilel
Else
Filenarue - Dirl t 0\0 + Filel 'lubdr-ectories need slash added

End If
Open Filename For Input As *1 'open the file
Input #I, Coannd 'check the first statement
If U'7aseS(Cofrld) <> "START Then 'If not 6start then tile rot in correct format

Beep 'beep and do nothing
Else 'file is OK to start

Call TVRNR-OCMOFF 'turn off the zoom if on
Call ULST 'TOGLE RAESET LINES 'Clear the Fifo
foml.Picturel.Cls 'clear the Display area
Input *1, NTI14ES 'Get the number of location to fill the fito for each poin:

displayed
While (Not COF(l)) 'Keep getting data until the end of the tile

Input tI, Cormnd 'get the next Command
Select Case UCJseS(Comnvr.d) 'Act on the corwand

Case "POINTO 'It it is a point
::iput C., Fi:stParm, SecondParm 'Get X and Y Coordinates, in Degrees
C~dDX - Firs':Parm 'save it for latter
C•dDY - SecondParm 'save it for latter
Call D£GtorRJrQ(rirstPsrm, SecondParm) 'convert degrees to trequencies
rzr J - 0 Tly NTIMES - 1 ' qor .Nt.'•s
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Call DOSEND:.'4G(XFR.EOJT, YFREQOUT) 'FUIl the F.fo
Next j
Ca:! DRAWNULTI(XFREQOUT, YFREQOUT) 'Display location on screen

Case *LONE" 'If it is a line
Input ti, Firstparm, SecondParm, ThirdParm 'Get the X, Y and number of Steps

StepV. - (FirstParm - OldDX) / (ThirdParM - 1) 'Calculate the X step size
StepY - (SecondParm - OldDY] / (ThirdParm - 1) 'Calculate the Y step Size
DeqX - OldDX + StepX 'take one step from starting point
DeqY - OldDY + StepY 'take one step from starting point
for I - 1 To ThirdParm - 1 'for number of step do...
Call DEGtoFREQ(DeqX. DegY) 'convert to frequencies
For J - 0 To NTIMES - I 'for NTims:

Call DOSENDING(XFREQOUT, YFREQOUT) 'Fill the Fifo
Next 3
Call DJAWNULTI(XFREOOUT, YFRE0OUT) 'Display the point
OegX - DeqX + StepX "increment to the next point
DeqY - DeqY + StepY 'increment to tile next point

Next I 'Take the next step
OldDX - FirszParm 'Reoretber where we left off
OldOY - SecondParm 'Remember where we left off

Case 4CLEARS 'Start new picture
Call R.ST 'TOGGLE RESET LINES to clear the Fifo
formil.Picturel.Cls 'clear the display

Case 'EMD
'does nothing, but looks good at end of the file

Case Else
Beep 'Anything else is not a valid command.

End Select
Wend

End If 'End of Valid data file
Close *1 'close the file

Fancy - True 'set the Mode varible to multypoint display
End IfI'no file name chosen
End Sub

Sub TEXTI KsyDown (KeyCode As Integer, Shift As Integer)
If X*eCode - 13 Then 'If Enter key is hit

Filel.Pattern - Textl.Text 'select text
End If

End Sub
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LASEACCM.BAS

'Lasercom Scf:tare. Version 1.01, June 1993
'W:iten By -e 3urberry, Staff Engineer

'Harris :orp., :nforma:-on Systems Division
'P0 aox 9800C, Melbou:r. Fl, 32902

Global PNOu3e AS !n~eger ':S MOUSE DOWN IN PICTURE!
Global OldX As Single 1PR'VIOUS X IN PICTURE1
Global OldY As Single ?R:V:OUS Y IN' PICTURE1
Global IsZoomed As Integer 'ZOCH TOGGLE
Global Old:sZocmed As Integer 'ZOCM STATE STORAGE
Global XGreqOu: As Single 'X OUTPUT FREQUENCY IN MHz
Global Y-:eqOut As Single 'Y OUTPUT FREQUENCY IN MHz
Global Uppe:Ohalf As Integer 'WH.CH HALF OF SPLIT
Global ?o.:Zu:(0 To 2) AS Integer 1PORTA-0, PORTB-1,PCRTC-2
Global Stat.:s As Inrteger 'RETURN FROM DIGITAL BOARD
Global -en:r:.--Cn As :.negeqr on off place holder
Gloal Fancy As :nteger I:s .more than one spot being drawn
31-oal XCen::o'-4-, YCent:2id As S--ng!e'we;gn'ted average inside box
l:oa; XCer.:n:..-s(O Tz 12, 3 To 12) As S:ngle'ar.ay of calibration offsets

Global YCen:.ro-ds(0 To 12, 0 To 12) As Single'array of calibration offsets
Global Cal'brated As :nteger 'state of calibration
Global Cons: SMLLSPOT - 15 'Number of Pixels to draw for spot Radius
Global Const Kmax - 3600 'Horizontal scale for 360 degrees
Global Cons: Vmax - 360 'Vertical scale for 36 degrees
Global Const Black - 0 'Color number
Global Const White - &KFFFFFr 'Col . number
Global Const Magenta - &HFFOOFF 'Coluc number
Global Cons: MKinXFreq , 16 'Horizontal bragg cell band mLnim-u In MegaHertz
Global Cons: MaxXTreq - 30 'Horizontal bragg cell band maxim-u in MegaHertz
Global ConstI MidXFreq - (Maxxrreq - MHinXreq) / 2 * MinXfreq':!orizontal bragg cell band middle

Global Const MinYlrreq - 18 'Vertical cell band minimum in Megaec'rtz
Global Cons: NMaxYlr•eq - 23.25 'Vertical cell band maxlmum in MegaHertz for lower mizror

Global 'onst MidYl - (HaxYlFreq - SinYlFreq) / 2 + HinYlrreq 'midd)e of lower vertical bandwidt
h

Global Const MinY2rreq - 24.75 'Vertical cell Upper band mini-um in MegaRertz
Global Cons: MaxY2Fraeq - 30 'Vertical cell band maximum in MegaHertz
Global Conat MidY2 - (MazY2Freq - MinY2rroq) / 2 * KinYzrreq 'Liddle of upper vertical bandwid:

Global Const OffsetY - tinY2Freq - MinYlFreq 'Seperation of the two vertical Bands
Global Const Numnits - 262144 '2^1S tITS for DOS board resolution
Global Const DDSClock * 160 '160 MHZ CLOCX TO DDS BOARDS
Global Const EnableHi * 32 'BINARY 00100000 ENABLE HIGH (OR ZN)
Global Cons: EnableLo - 223 'BINARY 11011111 ENABLE LOW (AND IN)
Global Const ABMask - 255 'BINARY 11111111
Global Cons:' CKask - 3 'BINA". ' 00000011
Global Cons: ClearC - 252 'BINARY 11111100
Global Const ResetHi - 4 'BINARY 00000100
Global Const ResetLo w 251 'BINARY 11111011
Global Const ResetDDSHi - 126 'BINARY 10000000
Global Const ResetDOSLo - 127 'BINARY 01111111
Global Const Wrt:lnlHi - I 'BINARY 00001000
Global Const WrtlnlLo - 247 'BINARY 11110111
Global Const Wr•ln2Hi - 16 'BINARY 00010000
Global Const wr--lnZ5o * 239 *BINARY 11101111
Global Canst RelayOn - 2 'E:.4ARY 00000010
Global Cons. RelayOff * 253 'BINARY 111''i01
Global Cons: MB OK - 0 'Define buttons
Glohal Const MB-CKCAXNCEL - I
Global Cons't MB-YESNCCA4NCEL - 3
Global Cons: MB-YESNC - 4
Global Cons: .B-ICONS.OP - 16
Global Cons: M.B•ICONCVTSTION - 32
Global Cons: .BICONEXCLAMATION - 48
Global Cons: mB ICONINTORMATION - 64
Global Cons: MB DEFBU7TON2 - 256 'Define other.

Global Cons: :Ct - 1 'OK button selected.
Global Cons: ::CANCZL - 2 'Cancel button selected.
Global Cons. IDABORT * 3 'Abort button selected.
Global Co-it IDRETRY - 4 'Retry button selected.
Global Cons: 1I)GNCRZ * 5 'Igncre button selected.
Global Const IDYES * 'Yes button selected.
Global Cons: IDNO * 'No button selacted.
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*The !o-zwing :lree L.nes declare the functions that control the I/O card
Declare !-:jct:.:n DIG_ :ut _Port LAb "atrdaq.dll* (3yVal slott, ByVal port%, Byval pa:ter-nt)
Declare Fjct.:' DIG-P•rConfig% Lib "atwdaq.dll" (SyVal slot%, ByVal port%, ByVal latch modei,

SyVaj di.:ec.On%)
Declare Fuocticn D:G_?rt_Stat.js% Lib 'atwdaq.dll (ByVal slot%, 8yVal port%, Status%)
'The foiowv:nq is for the Vidio Frame Grabber Card

'Global Decla:ations ?o: 5VW C.L (Common Interface Library)
'New Media Sraphncs (c) 1992
'Modificitions"

Release 1.3b Supplemental (1:33 pm)
gek 22-:un-.992 Add support for Still Frame Compress-,on board
7ek *.-ur.-:992 Change FrameGrab Structure to accept pointers

Change AVcu:.oB G:iMap and AVe7:hrcm.S:.,-ap qraph;cs3ec:
;se AS Any instead of As AVrect

Add Winrdcw' Send1M¶essaeq -1ec-aratj.rn

'Function •eclaratlorts

-------------------------------------------------------

F prom Av c:rl.h

Private Windcw Message* Start Here (0x400)
Global Const W._USER - 1024

* Define New Messages that can be sent to the AV Control

' Me*sage ID wParam lParam

Global Const AVN GETVIDEO - (WM USER + 1)

Global Conast AV'--FADEIN - (WM USER + 2) FadeMask Duration
Global Const AVM-FADEOUT - (WR USER + 3) FadeMask Duration
Global Const AVM- FREEZE - (WH USER - 4) True/False
Global Consm AVM-LISTSOURCES Z (WM USER + 5) Buffer Length Buffer Pointer
Global Const AVM-GETSOURCE - (WM USER + 6) Buffer Length Buffer Pointer
Global Coast AV-I-SETSOLIRCE - (WM-USER + 7) Buffer Pointer
Global Const AVM SETCOLUCMEY - (RM USER + 8) Ha:dwae color index
Global Const AVM-GETCOLORXEY - (W -VSER + 9)
Global Const AVM-SETCOLOR - (WM USfR + 10) COLORAEF
Global Const AV!4 SFTDISPLAY - (Q' USER + 11) Video Parameter Value
Global Const AM--GETDISPLAY * (WM-USER + 12) Video Parameter
Global Const AVM-SETAUDIO - (WM USER + 13) Audio Paramter Value
Global Const AVM GRAS - (WM USER * 14) AV GRAD command LPFRAMEGRAS
Global Const AV'14 PUT - (WM USER + 15) AV-PUT command LPFRAKEGRAB
Global Const AVM-FITMCDE --- (WM USER + 16) Fit Mode
Glotal Cons: A/4 AUTORESIZE - (WM USER + 17) True/False
Global Const AVM NOTIY - (WM USER + 19)
Global Ccnsl AV- GETFTMCDE -N(WM USER + 20)
Global Const AVM-T',JNE - (WM USER ; 21) channel loword-finetune, h.-s:anda:d
Global ConSt AV- GETAmDIO -- (WM USER * 22) A.:dio Paramet:r
Global Ccns: A/.- SETPOSITION - 7Wm USER # 23) AVrectPtr
Global C:ns: A7',_GETP:SIT:ON - (WM USER + 24) AVrectPtr
Global Cons: A/V MAP - (NM USER 4 75)
Global Const AV/M U`NMA - (QM USER + 26)
Global Cons: A'/!G7TC.LOR - TWM_USER * 2-7)

List of window Messages WM_ that used oy the AV control

message Ao¶iŽ • e a in AV Crtntrn)

WM ENABLE 7iis will enable/disable the Video
WM-S;ZE Resizes the video to fit the window
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* N .4C'V_ 4Moves --t e video to fit the w• ndow

* Coriand-s " :ata st:*.ctures involved in FcameGrabbing

Global C~nrst A'.' GRAW F:LE - 0 uses filename field to name dest file
Global Const AV-GRAB9-IThA)* - 1 uses bitmap field to hold result
Global Const AV-GRAB-CUT - 2 uses Windows Clipboard to hold result
Global Const AV-GRAB-COPY - 3 uses Windows Clipboard to hold result

Global C:nst AV PUT F:LE - 0 uses filename field to hold source file
Glotal :onsr. AV-PUT-3I.1TKAP - i uses bitmap field as the source
Global CZnst AV-PUT-PASTE - 2 uses Windows :Iipboard as the source
Global Cons:t A'-LZA• - 3 Puts all black to tn.e framebuffer

..................................................................

' Copy:r.ght (:) 1992 New Sedia Graphics Corp.

' Module: avsys.h
e Description: Visual Basic definitions for AV CIL

MS-M iNDOWS 3 . 0 E D I T ION
Compiled under Visual Basic 1.0

0 .t*................

I Name of configuration file (does not specify location)

Global Const CONFIGFILE - =VIDEO.INIX I Filename of Configuration file

I Define the strings for graphics mode configuration

Global Const XNI GRAPHICS MOD0 - *Mc-de
Global Const INI-WALIGN LIFT - *Wleft"
Global Const INI--ALIGN TOP - "Wtop,
Global Consi INI-VALGN--LEF? - *Vlefte
Global Const INI-VALIGQ-RIGHT - *Vright"
Global Const INI -VALIGN-TOP - *Vtop"
Global Const INI VSTART-- *Vstart*
Global Const INI-SHIFT - "Shift'
Global Const INI-GDELAY - 'Gdelay"
Global Const INI-RED - *RO4°
Global Const INIGREEN - "Green"
Global Const IN1BLUE - "Blue*

I MaxLuum length 0: a source name
Global Cons?- StCnJAMZLEN - 16

' This s::vct.ire def.nes what a vidFort looks l-ke. It
is i.sed by AVdefineVidport.

Ty-e V:.dpo:t
xl As Integer
Y1 As Integer
x3 As :nteoer
y3 As :n:e;er

End Type

Type Wincort
X As :negeer
Y As Integer
Width As :nte;e:
11;~ As :ca

End Ty•e

Type D-splayAttr
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bright As Intege:
sat As :ntrger
contrast As Integer
hue As :nteger
sharp As :n:eger
Flags As :-:eger 3:aCk and white flag

End 7yPe

D Describe a .n.: configuration

Type Uni:Conf:g
uniztype As Integer Type of video unit, frcm UN:T below
total vns As Integer Video inputs
tota-l-a-ns As :ntege* Audio inputs
window .cde As Integer Reserved
1Ocks As :n:eger Nuznber of open nandaes
key moCe As :ntege: Current colo: keying mode KEY tebow
key vab.e As :ntege: Parameter for cobor key mode
active As :nteger

End Type

I Describe a source configuration

Type SrcConfig
srctype As Integer ' See SRC 9 below
si•type AS Integer * See SIG-* below
active As Integer ' TRUE or-FALSE

End Type

* Describe a connection. Both of these are numbered 1..n.
* These are logical numbers, not physical, so the private bus
* would simply be considered some ordinally numbered input.

Type ConConfig
video input As Integer
audio input As Integer

End Type

I Nisc cefines
Global Const AV UNDEF - -1
Global Const AVFILLflN - -2

1 Error returns from video module
Global Cons: AVOK - 0 Everything hunky dory
Global Const AV FAIL - I
Global Const AV -NOMEN - 2 No memory left
Global Const AV SYSERA - 3 The system returned an error
Global ConSt AV INTEMAL - 4 Internal error
Global Const AVNULLVID_ - 5 Null video handle passed
Global Const AVrLLARG - 6 Illegal argument
Global Const AV RANGE - I Argument out of range
Global Cons: AV-T!MJCUT - 8 Timeout - no response 'rom hardware
Glcbal Cons: AVOVErRUN - 9 Data overrun

Global Cons: AV NCOTFOLMD - 10 Entry nut i,' configuration file
Global Cons: AV-NOCCNT•G - 11 No configuration file
Global Cons: AVNOUNITS - 12 No video generators on this system
Global Cons: AV RADCCNFIG - 13 Bad entry in configuration file
Global Cons: AV--DUPNAXE - 14 Attempt to add a duplicate name
Global Cons: AV-BAINPUT - 15 !llegal connection description
Global Cons: AV SPL:T - 16 Can't split audio/video across units
Global Cons: AV SIGNA.L - 17 Unknown signal description
Glcbal Const AV-NCCCNTROL - 18 No control line available for device
Global Ccns: AV JINUSE - 19 Device is active
Global Cons: AVNOTSMPT - 20 Feature not supported
Global Const AV NCTACTIVZ - 21 Device requested is not active
Global Cons: AV-NOCONNECT - 22 Device not connected

Global Cons: AV SADLCC - 23 Attempt to move to bad location
Global Censt AV-SADSZE - 24 * Attempt to create window with bad size
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Global Cznst AV BADFi: - 25 Window won't fit on Screen
Global Const AV WMODE * 26 Can't in this windowing mode
Glotal C:ns: AV ALMCS7 - 21 The winport values were adjusted

Global Cons: AV NGTRZADY - 28 Device not ready
Global Cons: AV-DEVICE - 29 Wrong device type for operation

Global Const AV BAD!CR!4AT - 30 For'Rat not allowed for this ope:azion
Global Const AV BADF:LENAME - 31 Filename was not allowed
Global Cor.ns AV'JSADREGION - 32 Error in framegrabbing region

Global Const A. NO0TCCMPLETE - 33 Used in franograbbinq.
0-,erat on went fine but is NOT
finished yet. It Should be called
aga;'n

Z.ba- :Tzns- AV BAD::AZDR - 35 Bad SVe :/O address
31ba n C=ns: A*.'SA:AMZ.ADDZ - 36 Bad frarebuffe: address

* Masks for AV=onfqu~:e
Global Cons: AV QUERY - 1

1 Return values from AVgrabToBand and AVputFromfBitmap
Global Conat XFR COLT - &RAO
Global Const X'R-NCMPLT - 6HAl
Global Const XFR-STAAT - &HA2

' Useful Aud;.* Constants
' These constants are documented to be these ranges and will not change.

Global Const AV MINVOL - 0
Global Conat AVMAXVCOL - 100
Global Const AV MINAEAL - -100
Global Const AVM-AXBA1. - 100
Global Const AV_-MINBASS - 0
Global Const AV-MNA)ASS - 100
Global Const AV-MINTREBLE - 0
Global Const AV-MAXTREBLE - 100

Global Const AV VOLUME - 1
Global Const AV VOLUME UP - 2
Global Const AV VOLUME DOWN - 3
Global Const AV VOLUME MUTE - 4
Global Const AV-BALANCI - 5
Global Const AV BALANCE LEFT - 6
Global Const AV-BALLANCE-RIGHT - 7
Global Const AV BASS - I
Global Const AV BASS MORE - 9
Global Const AV-BASS-LESS - 10
Global Const AV TREB.E - 11
Global Const A• TREBLE MORE - 12
Global Cons: AV TREBLE LESS - 13
Global Const AUJIO US.ZEF - 6HI000 Load use: defined default

' Flags for DisplayA::r.flags
GlObal C:ns: D:SPFLA3_;SNW - AM!

I Avset:.spiay parame:ers
Glcbal C:rs: D:SPHUE - 1
Global C s t DLSP-SATURATION - 2
Global Const DoSBRIGHTNESS - 3
Global Cons: D:SP CCN-RAS: - 4
Global Const D:SPSHAIP,;ESS 5
Global Cons: D.SP MF:..TER - 6
Global Cons: D:SP BNW - 7
Global Const DISP RED - 8 * :nternal use only
Global Cons: D:SP-GREZN - ' Internal use only
Global Ccns: DISP BLLý - 10 Internal use only
Gltal Crn~t D!SP-USP..s - &M100^ L:ad user defined default
Global Const DISP SYS•EF - &H2000 Load system defined defaul:
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Global Const D:SP M:N HVE -
Global Const D:SP-MAX-HLE - .00
Global Cons: DISP-MIN-SAT - (
Global Cons: DISP-MAX-SAT - 100
Global Const DISP--M: -3R:GHT - 0
Global Const D:SP-MAX-SRIGHT - 100
Global Cons: DISP-4IN-CONT - 0
Global Const D!SPNMAX CONT - 100
Global Cons: DISP-M:N-SHARP - 0
Global Cons: DISP MAX SHARP - 100

' Types of sOurces
Glotal Ccnst SRH UNX14CWN - "U
Global Cons: SRCLASEAD:SC - ":"
Global Const SRC--t.Nt• - "" 'TV 7u.:ner
Global Ccnst SRC-VCa - *V*
Global Ccrst SRC-CAE..A - "C"
Global Ccns: SRZ"TtMkN PLUS - J: - Tuner (intoa:1)

I Types of video un::s
Global Cons: UN:TT HiR-S - "H" Works:ation product
Global Cons: UNIT SVW - So Super VideoWindovs
Global Const UNIT-SVW SL - OjO Super VideoWindows SL
Global Const UNIT SVW TV - DP= TV Videowindows (on one card)
Global Const UNIT-SVW-CK - OCe Super VideoWindows v/Compresaion
Global Const UNIT SVW MCA - OMO Super VideoWindows Microchannel

I Video source types
Global Const SIG NONE - 0
Global Conat SIG--AUTO - "a* - Automatically detect
Global Const SIG-NTSC - 'n*
Global Cons: SIG-PA.L - Dp
Global Conat SIG--RGS - r * Not supported by SVW
Global Const SIG-SVHSNTSC - "v*

ride fla.-
Global Const FADE IN - 1
Global Const FADE-OUT - 0

, rade masks -- Not supported in this release
Global Conat FADE V:DEO - 1
Global Const FADE-AUDIO - 2
Global Conat FADE-SCREEN - 4

1 Various modes for AVfitMods
Global Cinst F:T STRETCH - 6HXU ' 16 decimal
Global Cunst FIT-CONPRESS - .420 32 decimal
Global Ccn:: FIT-CROP - a440 * 64 decimal - not supported
Global Coj.st I'IT-CENETR - &H2l ' 33 decimal
Global Ce ist FIT-GRA.3 - iH11 ' 17 decimal
Global Ccnst lIT-CNETOONE - 4X12 18 decimal

I Color key mo.os
Global Con~t KEY NONE - 0
Global Const KEY-CCLOA - 1 Single color
Global CCns: KEY--ASK - 2 Soet o :olc:s-not implemented yet
Global Cons: KEY LCG:CAL PALETTE - 3
Global Ccns: KEY-PHYS::A1_PA'ETTE - K.Y COLOR

* Cp codes for AVcv,.;,3z::KeyColor

S* BGR83 or C:LCR.A.. are in:ended to accept a Windrws COLORREF structure

Global Cznst C" BG£R88 - 1
Global CcnstC,- CO-Z3? - 1

SBCR666 is lntended :o accept the Microsoft C6 -cr.sants such
* as _•: and _GR-E"4 that appear in 4;-'h.h.

Gl-bal Ccr-k, CV1* -PS - 2
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* Flags fo: A'/qet~evLCe3. Tne aCtive and lnaCt;,*ve mo~difiers
are -wt-jas~ly Asking for botht of thorn q~ves you norninq.

Z~eba.. zrsr GET SCURCES -&H
Global C-:rst GET `N:7S - &4H2
'Glob&! C=3s% GET ALL - (GET SOURCES !GE~TfT4INIS)
Globa- z:,:st GET UNLY:NACTIVE - 4Hl0-
Gl.obal. C'mns: GET ONLYACTIVE - &H20
'Glob&- Ccnsc AV~otSources(index,buf,n) - AVge eices (GE-_SOURCES IGET ONLYACTV'E, index,!:;f,-

* *Ja..~sdefinitions for how to parse video.4 n
T!ýes* are case .nsensitivo

GICta- Cr'st: ~41 V:^EO CONNECTION - "Video~ut
Gocral CZst :%I ALT!O CON?4ECT!ON - "AudioC.:z

Girba2. Cznst :14: AC7:Vf SOURCE - Act;..A/
Glob&- Cz.st :.14 CCNTRoE LINE " Control*
Gicoa' Zznst :.4: CONTROL SETTINGS - Cc!;
Global Ccrnst :.4 1S:GNAL I YPE - "Signal'
.lobal Cor~st :41 SCLURCE~ - SourCes"
Global Conat I41 DRIVER NAME - *0LL ' For Micr0Osft Windows 3.0
Glob&. Con~t 1141 UNITS = VideoUnits"
Global Conat 1IN IOADOR - !Oaddr * For SVW, Tuner
Global Const rI! MEMADDR - MemAddx ' For SVW
Global Const IN! SYNC - OAliqTnSyncg
Global Const IN!_CONTRAST - 'Contrast'
Global Const IN! HUE - QHuo6
Global Conse IN! SAT - *Saturation*
Global Const 1IN! BRIGHT - OSriqhtnes3*
Global Const IN! SKARP - *Sharpness'
Global Const INI VOLUME~ - OVolumeg
Global Const INI .A.SS - 08assO
Global Const IN! TREBLE - Trebl**
Global Const IN! BALANCE 'Blalance'
Global Const INI SOURCE DEFAULT - 'DefaultSourco*
Global Const IN! SOUIRCE-NONE - A

Global Const DEV LA.SERD!sc A, *Lasord13C'
Global Const DEV VCR - GVCRG
Glo~bal Cons3t DCV TUNER - QTuner
Global Const DEV TUNER PLUS - *TunerPlus*
Global Const DEV CAMERX A, CameraO
Global C.-nst DEV UNXNQOWN - *Unknown'
Global Const DEV SVW - S"
Global Const DEV-H!R-S - 'Hir~st

:. Lasord-isc stuff

Global Cr-nst PI.AY F0RWARD - 0
Global Cc-ist PLAY-REVERSE - 1

Global C.onst AUDIO NCNE - 0
Global Cr's: A:JD 10 LEFT - I
Global C~nst ALM'.0OA::HT - 2
G.ctall C.nst At7DIO-3CT4 - 3

Glcba- C:!%s: ?:AYER AUDIO1 -
Glcba - Cz's: ?:.AYER ::RECT:0CN A 2
Globall C-!st P:,AYEak SPEED -3

Gboba-' C:nst ?*.AYEP ?P.AMXE -4

Glboba- C :s: nst AYER_::SPLAY - 5

* rame Grs!:0.nq S:.;f!
'/ Rtec--i;.e I/

Type A'.-*:er
Left As m:ne-e:
Top As :ntegt:
r~;,gh As :ntege:,
bot::m As Intege:

End Type
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'/- Framegrab Structure /
Type FraweG:ab

format As Intege:
filename As String * 30
filename As Long
bitmap As Integer
region As

region As Long
End Type

* * Data struc:ures describing an image currently being framegrabbed

......................... **..................~ ....... **.........†

* FGB forna: f:ags
Global Const AV J-BXMAP - 1
Global Conic AV-FILE - 0
Global Conic AV-PUT - 2
Global Cons• AV GRAB - 0
Global Conit AVBOTTCMUP - 4
Global Consi AV-TOPDOIN - 0

Data structures describing a rGe format installed in the COL

Native Format IDs

Global Conat AV SVW - I

I Supported features of a fraaegrab format
Global Const AV-GRABBITMAP SLPT - 1
Global Conit AV -PUTBITHAP TUPT - 2
Global Const AV-GRABFIJt TUPT - 4
Global Coast AV PUTFILZ TUPT - 8
Global Const AVPRESCMAN-SVPT - 16
Global Const AV APPLGLOWAL - 32

Global Const F!LEEREV:SION - 1

* Format IDs

* .......... e.... stem.* ... .e......6.0 .. ..... * ....... *.....**..*.*.t.

B Rand Formats
Global Const BAND SVW NATIVE - 1
Global Cons BAt • -WINBOWS24 - 2
Global Const BAND-TARGA16 - 4
Global Conit BAND-TARGA24 - 5
Global Const BANDTARGA32 - 6
Global Const BAND PCXGRAY - I
Global Cons• BAND PCX256 - 8
Global Const BAJND WINDOWS8 - 9
Global Consc BAND WINDCWS8GRAY - 10
Global Const BAND-JPEG - 11

I Bitmap Fo.--aut
Global Consi 9T.kAP SVW NATIVE - BAND SVW NATIVE
Global Consc BITMA.P W:.vCWS24 - BAND •INDdWS24
Global Ccnst B:TMAP"W:NDOWS - BAND RINDOWS8 Grab Only
Global Const 9BT2MAPW:N!CDOWS8GRAY - BAND W:NDOWS8GRAY ' G.ab Only

I File fc:.-uts
Global Ccns• F:LE SVW NATIVE - BAND SVW NATIVE * read/write
Global Const F:LZ WI.:CWS24 - BAND INDUWS24 read/write
Global Conic F:LZ TARGA16 - BAND TIRGA16 * read/write
Global Const FILE-TAAGA24 - BAND-TAAGA24 * read/write
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G.00al :Zn.s: 1Lr -:A~GAk32 - BAND-TJARGA32 read/wrice
Goa. ..:-ns: - :LE PCX3;kAY - BAN4DPCXG;LAY Write. Only

Gicoa -:.-.s - F:-E-PCX2$6 - BAND CX256 W4rite Cn-y
G.ýba 1 C --.s t F:LE-W:.,;:CWS8 - BA.%D-WIM4DCWS8 Write Only

Gictal t FzLs: -W:1C~wS8GP.AY - 3AND-*itvDCWS3G;Af' Write Only
Girbl cs: F:LE jPEG - BAND-JPEG read/write

Standa:13 for tn1e A*It.;ner cal..
Gl~cta C-; nsc -. SA-SCST - 0
Glooa 1 Ccnst USA CATV -1
Global. Ccnst J'APAN - 3

stll :'a.,e CJr-Pessý.-n Farneg-a"bbig Litera-s

~cra Z:-sc 'GC ALL *3

Glc--a- Z::ns- ~E 2
G':ta- sc~ -- 3.L'CW -3
Glrbal :S : 7 ZC CUST^M - 4
Global :or~s- FGC DrACLG - 5
Global Cz r. s -- GC-PU' 6
Global C on sr FGC LAST -7

* lendif

Declare Function AVde~ineAl.d~io Lib "VideoO iByVall vid As Long, ByVal volume As Integer, Byval t

alance As Integer, ByVal bass As Integer, ByVal treble As Integer) As Integer

Declare Fun~ction AVsetAudio Lib *Video" (ByVal vid. As Long, ByVal parm AS Inteqer, RyVal Value

As Integer) As Integer
Declare Fu~nction AVgetDisplay Lib 'Video* (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal parm As Integer) As Integer

Declare Function AVgetAudio Lib "VideoO 48yVal vid As Long, SyVal parm As Integer) K3 Integer

Declaze Functi.onl AVcvtBGRtoKeyColor Lib 'Video" (ByVal oo As Integer, 8yVal Value AS L-ong) As

nteger
Declare Function AVcvtRGBtoKayColor Lib "Video* (ByVal R As Integer, ByV&1 g As Integer, DyVa2.

b As Integer) As Integer
Declare Functionl AVgetPlayerStatus Lib "Video* (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal par= As Integer) As Loc

ng
Declare Fu.nction AVpausePlayet Lib "Video* (ByVal vid As Long) As Integer

Dec~la.-e Function AVplayPlayer Lib *Video" (ByVa2. vid As Long, ByV&1 end-frame As Long) As int*-

*er
Dec'-are Funct.ofl A73eekPlayer L~ib "Video" (ByVal vid As3 Long, ByVal frame As3 Long) As Integer

Ceclare F,.nction AVsetPlayer Li-b "Video* (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal parm As Integer, ByVal Value

As Integer) As Integer
Dec'-are Flinction AVstepPlayer Lib "Video* (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal incr As Long) As Integer

Declare Function AVstopPlayer Lib "Video" (ByVal vid As Long) As Integer

Declare Function AVcolorKey Lib "Video" (SyVal vid As Long, ByVal mode As Integer, ByVal Value

As Integer) As Integer
Declare Function AVfitMode Lib "Video" (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal mode As Integer) As Integer

Declare Function AVcreate Lib "Video" (ByVCX source As String) AS LoZng
Declare Sub A',destroy Lib "Video" (ByVal vid. As Long)
Declare F*.r.ct ion AVsetDisplay Lib "Video" (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal parm. As Integer, ByVal Val%;

4b As Integer) As rntecer
Dec'-are Fu~nction A7map Lib *Video" (ByVal vid As Long) As Integer
Declare F%;nctlon AVuntAp Lib "Video" (ByVal vid As Long) As integer

Declare F--nct;.Of AVenable Lib) "Vidoo" (ByVal vrd As Long) As rntegec

Declare Fý-. : t Ic! r AVdisable Li;b "Video" iByVal vid As Long) As Integer

Ceclare F-nct-'cn Avlfreeze Lib "Videc" (ByVal v'd A: Long, SyVal flag As Integer) A! Integer

Declare F-nct-,:n AVccnrfigure Lib "Video" (ByVal vid As Long, fra.~a As Winport, ret_ dp As WUnpc:

t, ByVal -rask As In--?ger) As integer
^ecl.i:e r--cto:.n AVi-ove Lib "Vi~deo" (ByVal v-d As Long, ByVal X AS :nteger, ByVal Y As In-teg;er)

As Integer
Declare F.;.ncz:On AVsize Lib "Video* (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal widthl As Integer, ByVal' Hei;nt A

s :nteger-) As Znteger
Declare F~nct-.of AVfade L-1b 'V-deo" (ByVal vid As Long, By/al !lag As Integer, ByVal -.sk As Z

Leger, Baldelay As Integer) As Integer
De::lar-e Inct.ý.o- AV 13 aded tib 'Vdo B~lvdA og YVal mask As In-teger-) As Inze;e:

Declare F2.nctior AVvijdeOWifldow Lib "Video" (Byval 3rc nimo As String, ByVal X As :nte~er, lyVa--

Y As Integer, SyVal widtril As Integer, ByVal Height X3 Integer) As Long

iueciaze ,..;iýLivi AVieý wYZ-kd. Llt, p dZ (flY1V14 *id !A: Long) A2 -

Declare F.;czion AVqe:KeyValue Lib "Video" (ByVal vid As Long) As Integer

teclarC ?ýnction AVdevice Lib "V;rdeo* (ByVAl vid As Long, ByVal device As String) As llntoger
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Declare .-- r.c-_n AvJter Lib "Video" (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal channel As .nteger, ByVal %'no A
s :ntege:, Syrda" standard As :nteger) As Integer
Declare --. nc:-zn AVgrabto;.i1e Lib "Video* (ByVal vid AS Lorg, ByVal filename A3 String, ByVal f
ormat, A. I:ne;er, graphicsRect AS Any) AS Integer
Declare Finc=;on AVputFromFile Lib *Videoo (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal filename As String, ayva-
fo rat1 A. :nteger, graphicsRect AS Any) As Integer
Declare u.nction AVgrabToBitmap Lib 'Video* (ByVal vid As Long, SyVal formAtl As Integer, grap•
icsRoct As Any, b'tmapPtr AS Long) As Integer
Declare Function *VputFromfitmap Lib *Video* (ByVal vid As Long, ByVal format! As integer, Byva
1 bitmap As *nte., jr, graphics3ect As Any) A3 Integer
Declare Function AVclear Lib *Video" (ByVal vid AS Long, graphicsRect As AVreCt) AS Integer
Declare F'unction AVinit &,ib *Video* (ByVal fnam A.S String) AS Integer
Declare Sub AVend Lib 'Video*

'Wndows 3.z f-uinctions
Declare in::z. sendmessage Lib "User* {ByVal nWnd As Integer, ByVal wMsg As :nteger, ByV7: W=
aras As nte;er, IParam As Any) As Long

'Still F:rme Compression Framegrabb2ng functions
Declare Function FGCinsrall Lib *Fgc.dl1 (ByVal formatl As Integer) AS Integer
Declare Funciton FGCremove Lib "Fgc.dll (ByVal formatl AS Integer) AS Integer
Declare Sub FGCsetImageQuality Lib =Fgc.d11" (ByVal quality AS Integer, ByVal sha'pnMsa As Tnte
ger)
Declare Function FGCqualityOialog Lib gFgc.dll () AS Integer
Declare Function FGCgetSharpness Lib ?Fgc.dll () As Inrtger
Declare Function FGCgetQuality Lib *Fgc.dll" () As Integer
Declare Function FGCsetAddzess Lib =Fgc.d411 (ByVal address As Integer) AS Integer
Declare Frunction FGCgetAddress Lib *Fgc.dll 0) AS Integer
Declare Function FGCaddressDialog Lib gFgc.dlls 0 AS Integer

Sub DEGtoFREEQ (ByVal X As Single, ByVal Y As Single)
'Routine to convert from degrees to output frequencies
'X ANI Y PASSED IN DEGREES
'X ->0 TO 360 DEGREES
'Y +/- 18 DEGREES
Dim SciX AS Single 'X scale (horizot.tal)
Dim SclY As Single 'Y scale (vertical)
SclX - (KaxX)Freq - Min)Freq) / 180 'S always goes 0 to 18C
If X < l8$¢ Then

SclY - (MaxYlFteq - MinYlFreq) / 36 'Y has two regions
Upporhalf - False

Else
X - X - 180 'WRAP SPACE MOD 180 DEGREES
SclY - (MaxY2Freq - .4inY2Freq) / 36 'if Y_>180 then us" upper half
Upperhalf - True

End If
XFreqOut - X * SclX + MinXFreq 'REQUIRED FREQ OUTPUT
YTreqOut - Y * SclY + ?1dYl - Upperhalf I OffactY

RE7URN FREQ FOR TWO D-FFERENT REGIONS
End Sub

Sub DOSEND:NG (XOut As Single, YOut As Single)
'This routine ccnverts frequencies to .he numbers required by the dds board
Dim Numbe: As Long 'holds the number to send to the Fifos in the dds card
Dim Midd As "cng 'nu..-er is 18 bits, mid Is middle byte
Dim H- As In=eger 'hi is most significant byte

I do -he X ::eq-ue:,cy
NVumber - (NOkf.B-ts / DDSCIOck) * XOut + 1 'calculate number for dds board
Port-ut(0) - Numter And ABH&sk 'ABMASK is Lower a bits only
Midd - Nub-e: \ 256 'SHIFT RIGHT 8 BITS
PortOutU(l) - M:dd And ABMask 'set up middle 8 bits
H}i - Mid,. \ 256 'SHIFT RIGHT 8 BITS

'set up two msDs, (never used)
' 2 m"t's are never set in used frequency range
1 mSb chan;ed to cont:ol hardware on-off relay
I portou: 2) - (portout (2) And CLEARC) Or (HI And C.MASK)

'SEND TH.X. O7-
For I - 0 7o 2

Stat;s - ZIG Out ?ort%(ByVal 1, ByVal I, ByVal PortOut(I))
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NEex:, I
'AND STCBE R:-E -:NE -o advance fifo counter

Call WRTý.4( ) 'FIPO OR 2

do the Y r:equency
Number - (NumBlt3 / DOSCIoCk) * YOut + I 'calculate number for dds board
Portlut(0) - Numbler And ABjMasX 'ABKASK is Lover 8 bits only
Midd - Number \ 256 'SHIFT RIGHT 8 BITS
PortOut(1) K ixdd And ABMask 'set up maddle S bits
Hi - Midd \ 256 'SHIFT RIGHT 8 BITS

'set up two mabs, (never used)
* 2 sDb's are never set in used frequency range

msb changed to control hardware on-off relay
* portout (2) - (portout (2) And CLEARC) Or (HI And C4ASK)

'SENO TI[-M cUT
For 1 - 0 To 2

Status - DIG Out Port%(ByVal 1, 3yVal I, ByVal PortOut(I))
Next I

'AND STCBE WRITE LI14E to advance fito counted
Call WRTLN(2) 'FIFO 1 OR 2

End Sub

Sub DR•MOULTI (ByVal X As Single, ByVal Y As Single)
'routine to draw more than one spot on Picturel frame for fancy outputs
Dim 0 As Single Ix position on <isplay window
Dim R As Sinqle 'y position on display window
'draw but don't erase
'calculate and scale the X postion
o - ((X - Mln.XIreq) / (Kaz'Xrreq - MinXrreq)) * Formal!Picturel.Width * .494
'is it in left half or right half
It y > KaxYlfreq Then 'right balt

Q - 0 + Forma!Picturel.Width * .5 'Jump to right half
T - Y - OffsetY 'reduce to in picture range

End It
'calculate and scale the y position
R - Forma!Picturel.Height _ ((Y - HinYlFreq) / (MaxrlFreq - MinYlFreq)) * Forma!Picturel.Heigbt

.95 - 40
'Output spot to screen
Formi !Picturel .Line (Q - IsZoomed, R - IsZoomed)-(Q + IsZoomed, R + 1sZoomed), Black, BF

'dzaw vertical screen separator line
rorml!Picturel.Line (.5 - rorml!Picturel.ScaleWidth, 0)-(.5 * Forml!Picturel.ScaleWidth, Fo=Ll!

Picturel.ScaleHeight), Black
End sub

Sub ENABLE (I As Integer) '0 FOR LOW, I FOR HI
'READ ENABLE IS DISABLED WHEN LO, ENABLED WHEN HI
'set .jp port 2 with bit pattern for enable and leave other bits intact
It : - 0 Then

PortOut(2) - PortOut(2) And EnableLo 'PORT C
Else

PortCut(2) - PortOut(2) Or EnableHi 'PORT C
End If
'send it out
SLatus - DIG OutPort%(Byval 1, ByVal 2, ByVal PortOut(2))
End Sub

Sub Freqout ( 'para-e:ers passed as global variable XFteqOut, and YFreqOut

'routine to output a single Spot to the CDS Fifo And updlate the screen
OL-d I, J, K, N AS Integer 'local counters
Dxm xOut As Single 'Local version Of XFreqOut
Dim YOut AS Single 'Local version of YFreqOut
Dim zoomFactor As Integer 'amount of Zoom
Dim Delta As Single 'SPACING OFFSET FACTOR
Const XC.'3set - .025 'MHz .025
COrslt YOf~se: - .1 'MHz .05

Zoc.-,Factor - IsZoomed / SMALLSPOT 'How much to zoom

Call ENABLE(O) 'TURN OFF READ
Call RST 'TOGGLE RESET L:NES

Select Case ZocmFactc:
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Case : 'NO ZOCM
XOut - XFreqCut 'LOCAL STORAGE
YOu: - YFreqOut 'LOCAL STORAGE

Call -OS7NDING(XOut, YOut) 'send one spot
Case 3: 'USE 4 SPOTS

Delta - 1 'I full pixel position stagger
N - 103 'about one total fill tin* for all spots
Do While N >- 0 'Set up 16 spot array

I - Int(N / 26) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,-.5,-l.S
J - :nt((N Mod 52) / 13) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,-.5,-l.S
'each spot is offset one pixel spacing
XOut - XFreqOut + I * Delta I XOffset
YOut - YFrero'ut + J * Delta w YOffset
Call DOSE-SDI 'O(XCut, YOut) 'send out spots to fifo
N- N- i

.Oop 'next n
Case 5: 'USE 4 SPOTS

Delta - 1.5 '1.5 full pixel position stagger
N - 1C3 'about one total fill tix* for all spots
Do While N >- 0 'set up 16 spot array

I - Int(N / 26) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,-.5,-l.5
i - Int((N Mod 52) / 13) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,-.S,-1.S
'each spot is offset one pixel spacing
XOut - XFreqOut + I 0 Delta * XOffset
YOut - TFreqOut + J 0 Delta * YOffset
Call DriSENDING(XOut, TOut) 'send out spots to fifo
N - N- I

Loop 'next n
Case 7:

Delta - 2 '2 full pixel position stagger
N - 103 'about one total fill time for all spots
Do While N >- 0 'set up 16 spot array

I - Int(N / 26) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,-.5,-i.S
J - Int((N Mod 52) / 13) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,-.S,-1.5
'each spot is offset one pixel spacing
XOut - XFreqOut + I a Delta * XOffset
YOut - YvreqOut + J * Delta * YOfCset
Call DOSLNDING(XOut, YOut) 'send out spots to fifo
N- N - I

Loop 'next n
Case 9:

Delta - 2.5 '2.5 full pixel Position stagger
N - 103 'about one total fill time for all spoti
Do While N >- 0 'set up 16 spot array

I - Int(N / 26) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,
i. - Int((N Mod 52) I 13) - 1.5 '1.5. .5 ,-.5,-1.5
'each spot is offset one pixel spacing
XOut - X)reqOut + I * Delta * XOffset
YOut - YrzeqOut + J a Delta * YOffset
Call DOSENDING(XOut, YOut) 'send out spots to fifo
N- N- I
Loop 'next n

Case 11: 'USE 4 SPOTS FOR 7,9,11
Delta * 3
N - 103 'about one total fill time for all spots
Do 'dh'-O N >- 0 'set up 16 spot array

I - InU(N / 26) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,-.S,1.5
J - Int ((N Mod 52) / 13) - 1.5 '1.5, .5 ,-.5,-1.S
'each spot is offset one pixel spacing
XOut - XFreqOut + I * Delta * XOffset
YOut - YFreqOut - J " Delta * YOffset
Call DCOSE.TDING(Xlut, YOut) 'send out spots to fifo
N - N - 1

Loop 'next n
End Select

Call ENA3LE(l) 'TURN READ L:NE BACK ON
End Sub

Sub CNOFF (: AS Inte;C:) 'FALSE FOR OFF, TRUE FOR C:;
' THIS RCU7:NE CONTRC.S THE ON-OFF RELAY IN THE HARDWARE1 .e. 1 "' ý=T 2s.,......-- .- .....

SINCE IN USED FREQ 1•NGE MSB WAS NE"ER SET,
LINE WAS CHANGED (2/2/93) TO CONTROL SYSTEM ON -OFF
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If I - False T."en 'ta:m,% it off
Por:Cu: 2ý - PcrCum.(2) And AelayCff 'PORT C

Else *tu:n it on
Port:ut(2) - PortCut(2) Or RelayOn 'PORT C

End : f
Status -DIG_CutPo:ti(ByVal i, ByVal 2, ByVal PortOut(2))

End Sub

Sub RST () 'rout-ne to reset hardware box, Reset clears Fifo
'FLIP RESET BAA AND ODSRESET THEN RESTORE

PortOut(2) - PortOut(2) And ResetLo 'PORT C
PortOut(2) - PortOut(2) Or ResetDDSHi 'set both reset and dds reset
Status - DIG Cut Port%(ByVal 1, ByVal 2, ByVal PortOut(2))
PortOut(2) -- PortOut(2) Or ResetHi 'set back the other way
PortOut(2) - PortOut(2) And ResetDOSLo 'trans-tion
Status - D:G Cut Por-t(ByVa1 1, ByVal 2, ByVal PortOut(2))

End Sub

Sub SPOTDRAW () 'This routine prints the dot on the User Interface
If Fancy Then 'If the previous mode was a many spot draw then

Fancy - Falsa 'reset mode to single point
Formol Picturel.Cls 'and clear the display window

End If
'Set the X and Y scale so that all of the small spot are displayed at the edges
X - Forml!HScrolll.Value * .994 F Forml!Picturel.Width / Hmax
Y - Formil VScrolll.Value * .95 * Forml!Picturel.Height / Viax
'erase old spot
Forml!Picturel.DrawWidt.i - 1 'one pixel linewidth
Forml'Picturel.FillColor - White 'WHITE TO ERASE
Forml!Pictuzel.FillStyle - 0 'SOlID FILL, spot is & small box
Forml!Picturel.Line (OldX - OldlsZoomod, OldY - OldIsZoomed)-(OldX + OldIsloomed, OldY + Old.sZ
ooved), White, BF
'redraw it at new location
rorml!Picturel.FillColor - Black 'BLACK
Forml!Picturel.FillStyle - 0 'SOLID FILL, spot is A small box
rorml!Picturel. Line (X - IsZoomed, Y - 1sZoomed)-(X + IsZoomed, Y + IsZoomed), Black, BF
'redraw Veztical separator line on screen
Forml! Picturel. Line (.5 * Forml!Picturel.ScaleWidth, 0)-(.5 * Forml!Picturel.ScaleWidth, Formi:
Picturel.ScaleReight), Black
'remember spot location so next time it can be erased

Old.X - X
OldY - Y
OldIsZocced - IsZoomed 'remember old size of spot
End Sub

Sub TURNZOOMOFF () 'when no zoom is wanted
IsZoomed - SMUALLSPOT 'Set zoom to one spot size
Forml !th:oex.Checked - False
Forml fiveX.Checked - False
Forml sevenX.Checked - False
Forml nineX.Checked - False
Forml'elevenX.Checked - False
Formrl!ZOCMOFF.Cheocked - True 'set the zoomotf check on the pulldown menu
forml'Picturel.Cls 'clear the screen display
Fancy - True 'set mode to multi spot
'also turn oft centroidinq
Cent:oidOn - False 'set global varidble
Form!il'Pcture2.Vislbie - False 'turn off pic:ure2 when done
Forml'AvControll.Visible- True'show teal time vidio
Forml'avover-ay.V-s-ble - True'allow overwriti.ng on window

End Sub

Sub WRTLN (- As Integer) 'Tcggle the Hardware Fifo Write line
'channel i OR 2 FOR C:OICES
If I - 1 Then 'CHA.NEL 1

'SEND T-EM LO THEN BACK TO HIGH
PortOuti2) - ?ortOu:(2) And WrtlnlLo 'PORT C
Sta:us - OIG Out Pc:t%(ByVal 1, ByVal 2, ByVal PortCut(2))
Por-Out(2) -- PortOu)(2) Or WrtlnlHi 'PORT C
Stat..s - DIG_C* t Po:t%(ByVa! 1, ByVai 2, ByVal PortOut(Z))

Else 'CHANNEL 2
'SEND THEM L0 THEN 3ACK TO HIGH
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PorcCut(2) -PortOut(2) Arid Wrt~ln2Lo 'PORT C
Statu3 - :)G Out Pott~(ByVa1 1, ByVa]. 2, ByVal. PortCut(2))
Pocr.Out(2) --PorfOut(2) Or Wrtin2Hi4 'PORT C
;tatus - :)tG Out Po:z%(ByVaL 1, eyval 2, ByVal Porcout (2))

End I f
End Sub



Appendix B. Breadboard Control PC Help File Listing (User's Guide)

The following pages present the listing of the on-line help files that are available to die
operator via the breadboard control software (see also Appendix A. Section 5.2). I hese help files
contain a brief overview of the breadboard svsremi and therefore constitute a User's Guide of sorts
that should be reviewed by anyone who is preparing to operate the breadboard.

i
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' Table of Contents

Index to General Infornadon

Index to Menu Descricdrnos

Index to Technical Information

'CON TENTSrMAIN
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Index to General Information

Know Bu2s and Limritans
ConvrdehtNoie

"CONTENTS-OVERVIEW
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'1Index to Menus

ikl"Mu

'CONTENTS-NMENUS
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I Index to Technical Information

Descnripion of Bragg Cells

Descri~foonoOnc
AfignmcajPoedr

TEhe Cenuoidin A12oith

HQA-w-Write a PattenFl

Electronics Description

'vCONTEN-TSTECHINTO
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•KS]Program Overview

Lasercom is a system designed to output an 830 nm laser beam in any direction
within a cylinder of space that ranges from 0 to 360 degrees in the horizontal
direction by +/- 18 degrees in the vertical direction. The size of the beam is designed
to cover an angular spread of 0.36 degrees. The purpose of this system is to
demonstrate beam steering for low orbit satellite optical communication with no
moving parts.

This software is the control interface needed to operate the breadboard. The beam
can be positioned by clicking the mouse on a new positon on the beam positioning
control area, dragging the beam spot from one position to another, or by adjusting
the position slide controls.

System Optical Field Coverage.
Beam Specifications
Divergence = 0.36 Degrees
Resolution 1000 (Horizontal) x 100 (Vertical).

360 Degree
Horizontal Field Coverage

_ '.' •" ~36 Degrees

Vrical Field Coverage

/q

'GENERAl OVERVIEW
K G',*,'i;'-E" .LASEF. T- ,CA. k -NANt,.itA,1 .,i-kk:K1IU.SA I'EI.LIT'E.Ot';'CAL COMML NICATION;CON-'TROL
","FE RFACE. BEA-M POSITION.

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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aK $ Release History

Version 1.01
June 1993

g GENERAL-111STORY
REL.4k-A~t HJSlA(Y.VhKSiUN.l)A It~

SR.ElFASE HISTORY
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9 K Know Bugs and Limitations

There are as yet, no known bugs.
Please keep us informed of any bugs found during use.

This program is limited to a single instance. Only one working copy can be run at a
time.

"N CGENUALUGS
" BLGS;LIMITATIONS

S KNOW OLGS AND LIMITATIONS
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NK S Copyright Notice

LaserCom Interface
Written By Lee Burberry,
Staff Engineer
Harris Corp, Information Systems Division
Copyright 0 June 1993

Sponsored By SDIO and Directed by Rome Laboratories under Contract No. F'30602.91-C-0131

K BURBERR)Y.LASERCOM;HARRIS;ROME;SDIO;CONTRACT NO..SPONSORED BY
s COPYRICKT NOnCE

B-9



•K $File Menu

Open
Pops up a file open dialog box to select pattern files.
Pattern files draw pictures with the output light beam.

Select a file name and click OK to display the picture.
Or double click the filename to display the picture.

Select CANCEL if you do not want to display a picture file.

Exit
Ends the program.
The program terminates after a one minute cooldown period.

If MENU-FU-EK FILE MENULOPEN;EXrT;PATTfLRN FILE
$ PILE FBLI
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'KS Zoom Menu

Off
Turn zoom ofT and returns the output laser beam to is normal size covering 0.36
degrees of field

3X
Enlarges the output laser beam to 3 times it normal size to cover a 1.08 degree field

5X
Enlarges the output laser beam to 5 times it normal size to cover a 1.80 degree field

7X
Enlarges the output laser beam to 7 times it normal size to cover a 2.52 degree field

9X
Enlarges the output laser beam to 9 times it normal size to cover a 3.24 degree field

llx
Enlarges the output laser beam to 11 times it normal size to cover a 3.96 degree field

.m. MENUZOOM •_

SZOOM MENU';OF1;3X ;S X.7 X.9 X.1 Ix rN.ARGE
S ZOOM MENU
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8KS Multibeam Menu

0 No Beams
This clears the system FIFO of all output frequencies. This will turn off all the
output beams.

2 Beam Demo
Displays two sim;,Itancous beams, one in the center of each field. These two beams
define the centered output of each fisheye lens and can be used as an aid to system
alignment. The coordinates of each beam in space is; 90 degrees horizontally by 0
degrees vertically, and 270 degrees horizontally by 0 degrees vertically.

4 Beam Demo
Displays four simultaneous beams. The coordinates of each beam in space is; 60
degrees horizontally by 0 degrees vertically, 120 degrees horizontally by 0 degrees
vertically, 240 degrees horizontally by 0 degrees vertically, and 300 degrees
horizontally by 0 degrees vertically.

8 Beam Demo
Displays eight simultaneous beams, one in each corner of each field. These beams
define the limits of each field and can be used to scale the data to cover the output
field of each fisheye lens. The coordinates of each beam in space is; 0 degrees
horizontally by -18 degrees vertically, 0 degrees horizontally by 18 degrees vertically,
179.9 degrees horizontally by .18 degrees vertically, 179.9 degrees horizontally by 18
degrees vertically, 180 degrees horizontally by -18 degrees vertically, 180 degrees
horizontally by 18 degrees vertically, 359.9 degrees horizontally by -18 degrees
vertically, 359.9 degrees horizontally by 18 degrees vertically.

K MLLTIBEAM NO BEAMS. 0 BEAMS;2 BEAMA BEAM.8 BEAM.ALL BEAMS OFF;TURN OFF BEAMS
$ MLIBEA-.M .MENU
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a K SScan Menu

Horizontally
Draws a Horizontal line from 0 degrees to 360 degrees horizontally, 0 degrees
vertically.

Ve,'tically
Draws two vertical lines from -18 degrees to +18 degrees vertically, 90 degrees
horizontally, and 270 degrees horizontally.

Diagonally
Draws two Diagonal lines from 0 degrees horizontally by -18 degrees vertically to
179.9 degrees horizontally by + 18 degrees vertically, and 180 degrees horizontally by
-18 degrees vertically to 359.9 degrees horizontally by +18 degrees vertically.

MENU SCAN
K SCANTMENU:HORIZONTAL;VERTICAL;DIAGONAL
S SCAN, ME\%U
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MKS Centroid Menu

On
Turns centroiding on. When a single beam is output, this function periodically finds
the position of the beam as seen from the reference CCD camera. The detected
coordinates are displayed alongside of the camera display output. With centroiding
on, the system pauses for a few seconds each time the centroiding takes place.
Centroiding dramatically slows down the system.

off
Turns off the centroiding function.

Calibrate
This function is used to create a lookup table between the desired beam output
locations and the actual location as seen on the CCD camera. It takes a few minutes
to operate and should only be used if an exact correlation between desired and
actual beam output is required.

MENU CE-M-ROID
K C-I. i U MNU;CLN I KUIU UNC-. NT- C~ibF O-,CE\T uIKiD CAL16RATh.CALiBRATE

$ CEN-TROID MENU
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4 K sHelp Menu

Contents
Activates this Help File

Using Help
This Opens the Help File on how to use a Help File.

About
The About choice pops up a Dialog Box with the Version number, Copyright
Information and Sponsorship of this software.

K HELP ME.W;CONTENT:USING HELP.ABOUT

S HELP -MEN.
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#Ks Description of Bragg Cells

Basic Theory

Acoustic Material: The Bragg cells are
optical index = n the key component
acoustic velocity = v in the beam steering

system. The
C9 •direction of light

Input Beam Deflected Beam pasing through the

%ft I Bragg cells is

e =X. fc.(nv = . f/(nvi changed to an angle
.. that is a linear

function of the RF
frequency that is

used to stimulate the
RbF Input: Undeflected Beam cells. Inside thebandwidth = BW B a gclsacentered at fc Bragg cells an

acoustic grating
(compressional wave) is propagated at the frequency of the RF stimulus in the
transverse direction of the optical beam path. The time that it takes for the acoustic
wave to propagate over the width of the input optical beam is referred to as the
"time aperture" of the cell. This corresponds to the time that it takes to uniquely
change the angle of optical deflection from the cells.

How Zooming is performed

., .. An interesting result can be obtained by
X:. -- - _ switching the RF stimulus frequencies faster

than the time aperture of the Bragg cells. The
deflected optical beam can be made to

3X: 2 frqaxis. effectively expand, or "zoom", in divergence
24 b angle by repetitively cycling several closely

(4 e 1._ spaced frequencies within the time aperture

of the cells. Each unique frequency steers the
deflected beam to a slightly different
direction, and the sub-aperture fill time of
each frequency causes each deflected beam to

5X: 3 f'eqs.axis. - --------- spread more due to diffraction and hence

(9 beams). overlap the neighboring beams. The result of
K - = - - these two effects is thal the net (composite)

OX1:8 OF R G C CF W 1 A6', S1TF;RIRI\G,-7OOMII: 4l"11ERF AMI\;AX RF POWkR:RF
POWER I I I
$ DESCRJP.fON OF BRAGG CELLS
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deflected beam appears to have increased in size over that of the uncycled (cw)
beam size. The zoom factor can be continuously varied by programming the correct
frequency spacings and cycle times to the Bragg cells. The demo software (under
ZOOM MENU) has been pre-configured to provide zoom factors of IX (cw), 3X,
5X, 7X, 9X, and IIX.

How Multiple Beams are performed

As mentioned above, Bragg cells operate by transforming a particular input RF
stimulus frequency into a specific optical deflection angle. Multiple simultaneous
deflection beams can therefore be generated by inserting simultaneous RF stimulus
frequencies into the Bragg cells. The demo electronics/interface box has 3 additional
input ports per Bragg cell for this purpose. Since the electronics/interface box
provides only one frequency source per Bragg cell (DDS synthesizer) then a different
approach is used to "simulate" the effect of multiple beams without using the
additional input ports. The approach used is to time-division-multiplex the
frequencies rapidly between the different beam locations (i.e., faster than the CCD
camera can respond) so that the illusion of multiple beams is created. However, the
true generation of multiple beams can only occur by simultaneously summing
frequencies into the Bragg cells via the front panel input ports.

W the total combined RF power (the summed power of all input
frequencies) into each Bragg cell should not exceed 400 mW due to potential
thermal damage to the cells. NOTE: the DDS frequency synthesizer in the
electronics/interface box has a gain pot that has been pre.adjusted to a produce 400
mW to each Bragg cell. If the front panel input ports are used to provide additional
frequencies then one of the following options should be executed: 1) the DDS
outputs should be attenuated appropriately with in-line pads, or, 2) the DDS
outputs should be disconnected and terminated with 50 ohm load, or, 3) the gain
pots on the DDS boards should be adjusted to appropriately reduce the power.
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K s Description of Optics

•F n

The following is a list of parts in the Lasercom system illustrated above. Only one
180 degree field is enumerated, the other field is identical.
1) The base plate is a 2 inch thick 3 foot square optical breadboard with a one inch
1/4-20 hole pattern grid.
2) The 25 mW 830 nm laser and collimator.
3) The 10 mW 670 nm laser and collimator.
4) A 2X anamorphic corrector prism pa.r.
5) Hot Mirror beam combiner (reflects IR, passes visible)
6) A half wave plate and a quarter wave plate

K•.R0%W oF OPTiC. PAR1SCO.O.NFNTS

S DESCRIPTION OF OPTICS
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7) .A 6 X beam expander.
8) A 2 Inch Folding Mirror
9) The Horizontal Bragg cell
10) A half wave plate
11) The Vertical Bragg Cell
12) The Horizontal Fourier transform Lens (300 mm)
13) The camera pickoff beam splitter, the cameras Vertical Fourier transform lens,
and CCD TV camera suspended above.
14) Holds the Vertical Fourier transform Lerns (80 mm) for the projection legs
15) The image divider mirrors, and two 40 mm Lenses (one for each half field)
16) Camera support post
17) 100 mm lens
18) .A 2 Inch fold mirror
19) A 3 Inch fold mirror
20) 150 mm Lens
21) 150 mm Lens
22) 8 mm Nikon Fisheye Lens

The optics consists of several sections. The first part is the illumination optics(2.8),
the next part is the Bragg cells that do the beam steering(9.11). Then comes the
Fourier transform optics that form the beam waists(12.14). The beam waist field is
then divided in half and each half reimaged to the input field of the fishe-ye
lenses(IS-21). The fisheye lenses then project the beams out to free space(22).

This system was ,,,,timized for an 830 nm laser. However, to provide a visible
demonstration ca bility, a 670 nm laser was also provided. The power to the laser
is provided by a BI C connector on the back panel of the system control box. This
connector supplies 5 volts to the two laser drivers. Inline on the power cable is a
switch that selects either the RED laser or the IR laser. Only one laser can be used
at a time to avoid spot confusion at the CCD camera plane. The aspect ratio
required at the Bragg cells is 2:1 with the long axis in the horizontal direction. The
aspect ratio out of the RED laser is 4:1, so a 2X prismatic beam expander is used to
form the correct ratio. The out of the IR laser is about 2:1 so no correction is
required. 'The beams are combined using a hot mirror. A hot mirror is a dichroic

surface that reflects IR (above 700 nm) and transmits visible light. The beam sizes

at this point are about 2 by 4 mm. A 6X beam expander is used to create a 12 by 24

mm beam !o illuminate the Bragg cells. The Fourier Cylinders then form a scan
plane with a field of 500 spots by 200 spots. A beamsplitter reflects a small portion

of the light to the CCD TV camera for spot position monitoring. The top half and

bottom half of the fields are divided by a mirror pair into the left field and right
fields, each with 500 by 100 spot. These fields are then reimaged and magnified to
.11l the input aperture of the fisheye lens. The fisheye then projects the spots to fill

each half field of 180 degrees horizontally by +/. 18 degrees vertically.
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I • Alignment Procedure

This alignment procedure assumes that all the optical mount holders are in their
nominal positions (see Descriotion of Ootics). The optical axis should be aligned to
be 5 1/2 inches above the optical table. At all times observe laser safety precautions!
Useful tools not supplied are an infrared viewer, an IR sensitive viewing card, a
power meter, and an oscilloscope.

1. Place 830 laser with collimator into holder (2).
2. Rotate the laser beam to a clear area or the table.
3. Adjust laser until near and far field of beam is at 5 1/2 inches above the table.
4. Aim the beam at the center of the dichroic splitter (5).
5. Adjust the splitter angle to maintain the 5 1/2 inch height and project the beam

along the line of components (6), (7), and (8).
6. Center the half wave plate and the quarter wave plate (6) on the beam.
7. Center the 6 X beam expander (7).
8. Before inserting turning mirror (8), use the collimation tester (supplied) to

adjust the collimation out of the 6 X beam expander. Rotate tne focus ring until
the fringes on the view screen are parallel to the shadow of the wire.

9. Insert turning mirror (8) centered on the beam and folding 90 degrees toward
the horizontal Bragg cell.

10. Position the horizontal Bragg cell (9) in the center of the beam.
1I. Place a 300 mm lens (supplied) after the cell, and project the spot onto a detector

with the detector output displayed on a scope.
12. Energize the cell by starting the software. Select Scan Horizontal from the

menu.
13. Adjust the position and angle of the cell to maximize the output on the detector

and maintain a flat bandshape.
14. Iteratively adjust the rotation of the halfwave and quarterwave plates (6) to

maximize the output of the hurizontal cell. Greater than 80 throughput
efficiency can be obtained.

15. Remove the 300 mm lens.
16. Position the halfwave plate (10) in the center of the diffracted beam.
17. Position the vertical Bragg cell (11) in the center of the diffracted beam.
18. Place a 300 mm lens (supplied) after the cell, and project the spot onto a detector

with the detector output displayed on a scope.
19. Energize the cell by starting the software. Select Scan Vertical fr'm.- the menu.
20. Adjust the position and angle of the cell to maximize the output on the detector

and maintain a flat bandshape.
21. Iteratively adjust the rotation of the halfwave plate (10) to maximize the output

of the vertical cell. Greater than 80 % throughput efficiency can be obtained.

0K UN .tM DU PLRE:TOOLS

$ I.IGMf\T PROCEDURE
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22, Select Scan Diagonally from the software menu and check the composite
deflection efficiency. greater than 60 % should be available across the band.

23. Remove the 300 mm :ens.
24. Place the 300 mm cylinder lens in position (12). This focuses the scan

horizontally.
25. Place beamsplitter (13) so that the diffracted light passes through and is reflected

upward.
26. Position the vertical Four:er lens (14) into position, centered on the beam.
27. Position a second cylinder lens above the beamsplitter, supported off vertical

post (16).
28. Suspend the CCD TV camera also from post (16).
29. Center diffracted light on the camera.
30. Select Scan Vertically from the software and focus the line of light on the camera

by moving the camera position up and down.
3 1. Select Scan Horizontally from the software and focus the line of light on the

camera by moving the suspended cylindrical lens.
32. Select Multibeam, 8 beam demo from the software menu
33. Center the pattern on the TV camera by moving the camera.
34. The TV camera setup may have to be repeated after the projected beams are set

up.
35. Focus cylinder lens (12) and (14) to form an image in front of folding and

splitting mirrors (15)
36. Position splitting mirrors (15) to deflect the top half of the image to the left and

the bottom half of the image to the right.
37. Chose the pattern file RIGHTO.PTN from the File Open menu.
38. Position the 40 mm lens(IS) to project the beams straightly.
39. Position the 100 mm lens (17) in the center of the beam.
40. Position Mirror (18) to direct the beams toward mirror (19).
41. Observe the image at position (19). Individual spots should be observed.
42. Position Mirror (19) to center the image in the center of the following lens

positions
43. Center Lens (20) on the beam.
44. Center Lens (21) on the beam.
45. Insert the Nikon Lens (22) into its holder.
46. Focus lens (17 ) to obtain clean spots on the screen.
47. Position mirror (19) to center the array of spots in the vertical direction and

horizontally.
48. Finel. adjust the position of lens 22 along the beam path to set the outer spots at

the outer edge of the observation screen.
49. Iterate any adjustments out of tune.
50. Repeat for the other projection leg.

Note: The system can only be nominally adjusted for on wavelength laser at a time.
If the 670 laser needs to be used than the 830 laser will no longer be in
adiustment.
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#K s The Centroiding Algorithm

To display and centroid the optical spot, a CCD TV camera is used in conjunction
with a NEW MEDIA GRAPHlICS Super Video Windows, video display and capture
board. During normal operation, only the real-time video is displayed on the screen.
During centroiding, the real time video is hidden and only the frame grabbed image
is displayed. The frame grabbed picture is used as a holding place for the video
data. Each pixel of video holds the 8 bit gray level value of the data (only upper 7
bits are significant). An area that surrounds the expected position of the spot is
selected and the average of the pixels, times the position, is taken, and divided by
the average of the pixel values to get the weighted average. From this data, the
located spot data is obtained. However, in order for this data to be valid, the system
must be calibrated. The calibration routine, creates of grid of know spot location
and their associated centroided positions. Using this data, a four point interpolation
is used to find the calibrated centroid positions.

S lhW CF•ROIDING ALGORITHM
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#K SPattern File Format

Triangle.PTN EXAME
START,33
POINT,90,15
LINE,120,-IO,40
LINE,60,-1O,40
LINE,90,15,40
END

This is a spot based drawing routine. However, since the fill time of the Bragg cell is
100 locations in the FIFO and the FIFO has 4096 total locations, only 40 totally
independent spots may be displayec,. Up to 4096 position may be specified, but
under filling the Bragg cells will cause the beam to grow.

The First command in a Pattern file must be the START command followed by a
comma, and the number of FIFO locations used for each spot draw. The other
commands may be mixed or repeated in any order. An END command at the
conclusion of the file is optional but is included for clarity. Other commands consist
of 'POINT',X,Y (where X,Y are the coordinates of a spot location in degrees
horizontal (0-360) by degrees vertical (-18 - +18)) and 'LINE',X,YNUM (which
draws a series of points from the present location to the specified X,Y coordinates,
with the number of steps indicated by NUM-I (a NUM of 2 produces just the two
endpoints). 'CLEAR' will erase the present drawing in the FIFO and allow for
multiple successive pictures in one file, used for animation purposes.

S PATTERN FILE FORMAT
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#K s How to Write a Pattern File

Pattern files can be written with any text editor that can save files in ASCU format.
Each Line must start with a keyword, with parameters following separated by
commas. One command per line must be used. Ilegal commands will cause the
program to BEEP when the bad line in the file is accessed. The file will continue to
run, however.

KIZ)VOWTýE A PAI TRN FILEJTEXTEDITOR;ASCI;,BEEP
SG'" 7343 -R-TE A FATiERN FjLZ
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Appendix C. Electronic Interface Board Schematics

The following pages present the electrical schematics for the Electronic Interface Board.
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Appendix D). L~ist of Acronyms and Frequently Used Abbreviations

AC Alternating Current RAM Random Access Mlemory
AO Acousto-Optic RF Radio Frequency
AOTF Acousto-Optic Tunable Filters SDI Strategic Defense Iliitiative
APT Acquisition. Pointing, T racking SDL Spectra Diode Laboratoriesý

Sec seconds
HER Bit Error Rate sow Statement of Work
BTS Built-in Test Set
BW Band Width TBW Time Band Width product

TeO2 Tellurium Dioxide
OC Degrees Centigrade TV Television
CCD Charge Coupled Device VSWR Voltage Standing Wave Ratio
cm centimeter W, Watts
CW Continuous Wave

dB decibel
dBc decibel relative to carrier
dIrm decibel relative to I mW
D~C Direct Current
DDS Direct Digital Synthesis
DOI D. 0. Industries

EIMI Electro-Magnetic Interference
FIFO First In, First Out
FOR Field Of Regard
C;H7 GigaHertz
Hz H e rt

110 Input/Output
IR Infra Red
KHz Kiloflertz
1Km Kilomneter
LIDAR Laser Radar

m meter
Mbps Megabits per second
MHz Megatiertz
mm" rmllimeter
mrad milliradians
pIsec microseconds
mw milli Watts

nm nanometer
ns, nsec nanosecond
PAL Programmable Array Logic
PC Personal Computer
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